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Abstr.act

Students in country Cove have shown persistently

disproportionate low levels of achievement when their

results are compared with those of students from Earletown

and the rest of Newfoundland. Research on the academic

performance of minority groups in the United states has

shown that certain groups have overcome socioeconomic

barriers and discrimination to achieve educational success.

ogbu (1974, 1977, 1988) suggests that the minority groups

that have performed poorly have not incorporated education

into their IIfolk theorylt of success. This research was

designed to assess the students' "fo1): theory" of success

and to determine the degree to which it could account for

the Country Cove students' poor science achievement.

It was hypothesized that the factors of community,

school ability, the students' "folk theory" of getting

ahead, grade, and gender would have an effect on science

achievement. The Otis-Lennon School Ability Test (otis &

Lennon, 1989b) was used to measure the students' school

ability. A lIfolk theory" questionnaire was developed to

assess the students' "folk theory" of getting ahead. The

science test developed for the Second International Science

study was used to measure the students' science achievement.

Path analysis was used to determine the effect of the

factors on the students· science achievement. Quality of

instruction was also investigated.
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The students in each school were receiving the same

quality of instruction and community, school ability, the

students' "folk theory" of getting ahead, grade and gender

all affected science achievement. students who valued

science perceived that they had support from their parents

and teachers, had a future-orientation, and attributed their

success or failure in science tc the internal causal factors

of ability and effort had a "folk theory" of getting ahead

that promoted science achievement. However, Ogbu IS" folk

theory" of success did not explain the poor performance of

the country Cove students. The negative effect of Country

Cove upon science achievement did not disappear when all the

variables were controlled, and, although the Country Cove

students had a lower level of science achievement, their

"folk theory" of getting ahead had a more positive effect on

their science achievement than was found in Earletown.
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CHAPTER 1: THE PROBLEM

Despite post-Confederation resettlement trends,

Newfoundland still has pockets of semi-isolated rural

communities. In one of these localized areas, given the

fictitious name of Country Cove, students' average academic

achievement is consistently below that of the province.

Earletown, also a fictitious name, is anothQr community

within the same school district. However, Earletown is more

urbanized, has a larger population, a higher socioeconomic

base and its students consistently have performed better

than the average for the province.

People familiar with the edur:ational scC,!ne in this

province will realize that this is not an atypical

situation. Schools in rural communities with a low

socioeconomic base have traditionally performed below the

standards of Newfoundland's more urban centers (Blagdon,

1988; Crocker, 1989b). It can be argued that rural students

cannot be expected to perform at the same level as urban

partners, because (among other reasons) the rural students

often have fewer individuals with the necessary educational

background to help them with their school work at home

(Statistics Canada, 1988).

However, research in the field of minority group

education has shown that the existence of socioeconomic

barriers and opportunity restrictions do not always lead to

poor academic achievement. Certain cultural groups have



achieved high academic standards despite facing even more

severe disadvantages than the Country Cove students.

Therefore, the poor academic performance of the Country Cove

students may not be a symptom just of low socioeconomic

status.

Explanations of Science Achievement

A research project of this size does not have the

resources to investigate the problem for the entire student

population across all school SUbjects. Instead, the study

will concentrate upon achievement levels of the senior high

school students in science. Science instruction has received

considerable public attention in Canada (Science Council of

Canada [Sec], 1984) and in Newfoundland (Crock.er, 1989b),

and is seen as a necessary ingredient in the education of

all citizens who wish to function productively in an

increasingly technological society. Thus, if the Country

Cove students lack a commitment to success in science, it is

likely that they undervalue their education in general.

Furthermore, senior high school students probably have

the most developed attitudes and perceptions to....ards how to

get ahead in life. These students have been exposed to their

culture for almost two decades and have experienced some

community respon~e to their ideas and actions. They should

be more aware than the younger students of what is and what

is not accepted, expected, and valued by others in their

community.



This research will explore three possible explanations

for the poor performance in science of the students at the

senior high school level in country Cove:

1. The Country Cove students me:; lack the motivation to

succeed in high school science because they have

accepted a local cultural "folk theory" of getting

ahead that de-emphasizes the value of academic success;

The Country Cove students' low science achievement may

be due to the students' level of school ability;

3. The high school which serves the Country Cove students

may lack sufficient facilities and the qualified staff

necessary to produce a higher standard of science

achievement than is presently attained.

The "Folk Theory" of Getting Ahead

One possible explanation for the low achievement among

the country Cove students originates in the anthropological

research of Ogbu (1977). Gibson (1987) and SuareZ-Orozco

(1987) in the field of minority group education. These

researChers sought an explanation for the variability in

school performance among minorities. Why would different

minority groups, Who experience similar cultural

discontinuies with the predominantly Anglo-American school

system, record significantly different levels of academic

success? Why, for instance, would Chinese and Japanese

students in Stockton, California, do considerably better in

school than Black and Mexican-American students (ogbu ,



Matuta-Bianchi, 1986)1 All four of these groups attend

schools that reflect the culture and language of the

dominant Anglo-American society. All these minority students

find that their language, comaunication patterns, learning

styles, and cultural norms are different tram and are in

conflict .... ith those of the schools (Ogbu & Matute-Bianchi,

1986) .

Ogbu and Hatute-Bianchi (1986) theorize that the

phenomenon of low achievement among certain tr,inority groups

may be a reflection of chronic underachievement. They

hypothesize that the groups have, when adopting a "folk

theory" of getting ahead, abandoned their faith in the value

of attaining an education. Education is seQn as a useless

commodity becausQ it cannot serve as a vehicle for upward

mobility. The groups believe that the value of attaining an

ed~cation Is lessened by discrimination and the existence of

job ceilings for minority groups. Job ceilings result from

discriminatory practices, deliberate or not, that exclude

qualified individuals, usually minorities, frail the more

desirable jobs.

Although country Cove students belong to no visible

minority and are unlikely to SUffer from job ceilings that

result from discrimination, ogbu's theory is relevant to the

present situation. The semi-isolation at the Country Cove

area has provided the people within the area with the

opportunity to develop their own unique "tolk theory" ot



getting ahead that reduces the value of aducational success.

Newfoundlanders are proud of their ability to overcome the

harsh economic conditions that have existed in this province

throughout history. In Country Cove, as in many rural

Newfoundland communities, the people turned to practical

labour, such as fishing and logging, to attain a living. The

youth of Country Cove may have attached their loyalty and

pride to occupations and skills that require little formal

education (Gedge, 1989; May & Hollett, 1986; Richardson,

1934). These occupations have sustained the community and

provided examples of individuals who have done well and

managed to get ahead without an education. Education may

have been further devalued by high unemployment rates that

have persisted in Newfoundland. Many students may have lost

faith in the ability of a higher education to enhance their

employment opportunities, that is, they may experience a job

ceiling imposed by harsh economic conditions. Those

Newfoundlanders who do choose occupations that require high

levels of educational training are often forced to find

employment in mainland Canada. Students from rural

communities in this province may be unWilling to make this

sacrifice because they have a strong socio-cultural

attachment to their local community (May & Hollett, 1986).

Education can lead to more than physical dislocation.

For those Country Cove students who wish to maintain a

lifestyle based upon practical labour, schooling may be seen



as a force of cultural dislocation. "They find .. that

instead of enriching their culture and building personal

confidence, schools implicitly invite them to abandon their

roots, identity, and lifestyle in favour of an alternative

they neither value nor desire" (cedge, 1989, p. 4).

This research vill attempt to determine vhether the

country Cove students' achievement in science has been

hindered by their parents', teachers', and their own

perceptions of the need for science education. Student

motivation, on the average, accounts for 11. 4 t of the

variance in achievement in science (Uguroglu & walberg,

1979). Therefore, a local "folk theory" of getting ahead

that dampens the students' llIotivation to succeed will

influence negatively their achievement.

Low School Abil ity Explanation

The second explanation for the low achievement of

country Cove students is the possibility that they lack the

schaol ability to produce high achievement in science. This

study cannot ignore the research into science education that

indicates that the lI.verage relationship between ability and

achievement ranges between .50 and .75 (Kahn, 1969). The

school ability of the students will be a factor in jUdging

the value of recommendations to improve the situation in

Country Cove.



Quality of Instruction Explanation

This research is limited to senior high school science.

Each school subject brings with it particular problems.

Senior high school science courses require teachers

qualified in science and a certain amount of laboratory

facilities. These iactors will be studied to see whether the

Country Cove students are being taught under the same

conditions as their counterparts in Earletown.

sample

The Country Cove and Earletown students were chosen for

the sample because their achieveltoent profiles appear to be

consistent with Ogbu's "folk theory" of success. The Country

Cove students have a persistently disproportionate low level

of achievement when compared with Earletown students and the

rest of Newfoundland. Furthermore, they live in a cultural

and economic environment that ....ould appear to be less likely

to promote the value of attaining an education. There is a

more detailed description of this sample in the methods

chapter, which also describes the Country Cove and Earletown

schools and reports the distribution of the students by

school, grade, and gender.

Design

The students ....ill be given a school ability ltoeasure and

a science achievement test. The first stage of t:.he research

will attempt to determine whether the Country Cove students



are underachieving in science. In the second stage of the

research the students from Country Cove and Earletown will

be compared on the science achievement test with school

ability controlled. If the Country Cove students have

significantly lo...·er scores on the achievQment measure than

their partners of equal ability from Earletown, then other

factors will be sought to explain the residual discrepancy.

The third stage of the research will establish, through

a questionnaire, the "folk theory" of getting ahead for the

two communities. The research will investigate whether the

established "folk theory" of getting ahead can account for

any of the residual discrepancy in achievement levels

between equal ability groups. A causal ltIodel explaining the

relationship between community and science achievement via

the "folk theory" of getting ahead, when the effects of

school ability, grade, and gender have been controlled, will

be tested. The factors of grade and gender have been added

to the causal model because both factors are expected to

account for part of the variance in science achievement in

this sample. The instt:ument used to measure science

achievement is designed for all senior high school students,

so the higher grade level students are expected to receive

higher scores on the measure because they have completed

more science courses than the lower grade level students.

Gender is added as a factor because the literature shows



that there is a history of sex-related differences in

science achievement (Erickson & Erickson, 1984).

The final stage of the research will gather information

on teacher qualifications and the amount of laboratory

facilities in order to make a rough comparison between the

quality of instruction received by the students in each

school.

Implications

The type of action taken to improve the situation in

Country Cove will depend upon the diagnosis of the cause of

students' persistently, disproportionate low school

achievement. If the stUdents lack school ability, it will be

necessary to employ instructional strategies that are

designed to help weaker students. Perhaps the school would

have to adopt a remedial reading program in its junior

grades. If school facilities or teacher qualifications are

inadequate, steps would have to be made to improve these

conditions. If students are unmotivated to achieve because

they see no value in academic success, broad-based community

action will be needed. This will be especially true if it is

found that t.:he students' lack of motivation is a result of

inheriting the values of their local culture. The solution

i.s no longer contained within the educational realms of

curriculum and instruction. solutions will have to involve

parents, teachers, and stUdents, and must be implemented

with some diplomacy. The residents of the area must be
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confronted with the fact that they are partly responsible

for the poor perfotlllance of the students and be convinced

that they can control their futu.re. There is a danger that

this confrontation Illay further alienate the residents from

the educational system. The educational system. cannot simply

cast blame for the low achievenent onto the people it is

failing to serve. It too is responsible for developing the

local "folk theory" of getting ahead.

The educational systeJl has not always capitalized as

much as it could on the strengths of the Newfoundland people

and encouraged them to become better at the things they are

willing to do and capable of doing. Instead it has offered

them alternatives that reflect the values of a different

culture. The Richardson Report completed in 1934 for the

newly fonned Cotlltllission of Government was perhaps the first

to notice the trend. The report was alarmed that the

Newfoundland school system was promoting academic excellence

that led to clerical occupations at a tb,e when the majority

of rural Newfoundlanders were employed in practical labour.

Richardson believed the educational system could serve the

province far better by giving the system an industrial bias.

Education then would have more value for these people

because they could apply it more directly to improving the

occupations that dictated their standard of living.

The job market continues to change, and an educational

system with an industrial bias may no longer be appropriate.
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Nevertheless, the educational system must design a program

appropriate for the times, and also do its share to convince

more people that attaining an education is valuable.

convincing a group of people to strive for higher

educational standards has the potential to change their

course in history (Freire, 1976).
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

This review will attellpt to show the strength of the

perceived need tor Canadian citizens to achieve in science

education. The literature review will then illustrate that

Newfoundland students are not obtaining a satisfactory level

of science education. As stated in chapter 1, this research

\oIi11 concentrate on three possible explanations of the low

level of science achievement among the students of a

particular area in the province: (a) the students may lack.

the motivation to succeed in school science because they

have accepted a local cultural "folk theory" of getting

ahead th..t de-emphasizes the value ot academic success; (b)

the stUdents may lack the school ability to produce high

achievement in science; and (c) inadequate teacher

qualifications and laboratory facilities may be impeding the

stUdents' science aChievement. Problems are rarely

unidimensional in education and it m.ay be some combination

ot these three factors that has caused the lov achievement

levels in science. The review \oI'ill highlight how each of

these three factors have been found to influence

achievement. To show that any causal model designed to

account tor variations in science achievement should also

include the effect of g'ender, th9 rcwiew contains a brief

description of the relationship between gender and science

achi9vem9nt.
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The Need for Science Achievement

Among canadian Citizens

There is an increasing need for people to be

scientifically lit.erate. During the 1990 twentieth

anniversary of Earth Day, celebrities and scientists

attempted to draw attention to environmental issues. The

average citizen was expected to understand the significance

of global ',.tarming, ozone depletion, and the destruction of

the rainforests. The average person was also expected to

understand how acid rain was formed and how the greenhouse

effect was created. Everyone was asked to conserve and

recycle. Other social issues, such as world peace, abortion,

or starvation in Africa have challenged people's emotions,

morality, and politics. Advocates of these causes use

propaganda that appeals to people's sentiments, but also

attempt to legitimize their concerns by placing scientific

facts, figures, and theories upon the table. More and more,

individuals are required to rely upon their scientific

knowledge to judge the evidence put forth in support of a

position. The Save The Planet movement is just one example

that illustrates how science has pervaded our life and

required Canadian citizens to use their education in

science.

Besides producing informed citizens the Science Council

of Canada (SeC, 1984) felt Canada needed science education

that could:



"
train those with a special interest in

science and technology fields for

further study:

provide an appropriate preparation for

the modern work world;

stimulate intellectual and moral growth

to help students develop into rational,

autonomous individuals. (p. 13)

More recently the Task Force on Mathematics and Seienca

Education (Crocker, 1989b), commissioned by the Newfoundland

government to study the provincial scene, reiterated the

position of ::he Science council of Canada. However, the Task

Force felt the Science Council's analysis neglected to

consider how science education also promoted critical and

analytical thinking (Crocker. 1989b):

The essence of the argument for critical thinking

is that students need to acquire the ability to go

beyond specitic knowledge, and learn to analyze,

synthesize, assess the quality ot arguments, apply

the rules of logic and rational thinking, and

ultimately to generate ne.... personal kno....ledg~.

(Crocker, 1989b, p.38)

Science education does not have a monopoly upon fostering

critical thinking, but it does afford unique opportunities

to encourage the use of critical thinking abilities.
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Striving to accomplish a higher standard of achievement

in science education in this province is not merely an

academic pursuit or a matter of aesthetics. The economic

development of Newfoundland may depend upon the level of

competence its citizens have in science and technology

(Crocker, 1989b). Newfoundland has a poor record of managing

its natural and human resources. Giving science a higher

priority in the educational system, and then in society, may

help Newfoundland realize the potential of its human

Performance of Newfoundland Students

in Science Education

Unfortunately, Newfoundland appears unable to

capitalize fully upon the promise of science education. The

Task Force on Mathematics and Science Education concluded:

In comparison with Canadian and international

standards achievement in mathematics and science

in this province is consistently 10..... This is not

an artifact of particular measures, but is a

pervasive feature of the system. (Crocker, 1989b,

p.SS)

The Task Force studied public exam marks, post-secondary

level performance, results from the Canadian Tests of Basic

Skills (eTBS) and the International Science Study to deduce

that the achievement level in science obtained by

Newfoundland students ....as unsatisfactory. The pUblic exam
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results have masked the true level of science achievement in

this province. The pass rates for high school biology,

physics, and che.istry from 1978-1988 have hovered around 80

percent in all three sUbjects (Crocker, 1989b). However,

Crocker believes that the stability in pass rates and public

examination results occurs because the system is designed to

achieve exactly that effect. The Task Force stlloted that

"public examination results are subjected to a normative

interpretation which ensures that the results in a given

year are no worse than those in previous years" (Crocker.

1989b, p.S8).

Further investigation illustrates that students in

Newfoundland are not aChieving as well in science as the

pUblic examinations would have one believe. At the post

secondary level, the problem is one of low participation

rates. The Task Force discovered that "over the past several

years, Memorial University has a....arded an average of only 10

undergraduate degrees in chemistry and 13 in physics per

year" (Crocker, 1989b, p.5). This leaves Newfoundland \fIith

fe.... highly qualified individuals who can meet the employment

requirements of scientific and technical occupations. The

performance of Newfoundland students on the grade 4, grade

6, and grade 8 Canadian Tests of Basic skills has remained

stable over the 1914-1988 testing period at about the 45th

percentile. Tl'le Task Force also found that "At no time, and

at no grade level, has the perfot1ll.ance of students in this
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province been up t.o the Canadian average" (Crocker, 1989b,

p.66). The Nevtoundland students have improved their

standards but have been unable to narrow the gap between

themselves and the national standards. Other students

throughout Canada have been i.proving their lltandards at an

even faster rate.

The International Science study, conducted in 1984.

produced more evidence of Newfoundland's lo....er standard of

science achievement across its entire school popUlace.

Mul tiple-choice tests were administered to students in grade

5; grade 9; and in biology, chemistry. and physics courses

at the qrade 12 level. Interprovincial comparisons of the

results showed that "Newfoundland students ranked the lowest

in Canada on almost all measures" (Crocker, 1989b, p.79). To

compete with their national peers on an equal plane

Newfoundlaild students will have to improve their level of

science achievemer,t.

The overall picture of the level of science achievement

of Ne"'foundland I s students is constructed from the range of

results throughout the province. There are localized groups

of students ..,hose performance sags even below the

unimpressive standards of the province. Analysis of the

Canadian Tests of Basic Skills results by the Newfoundland

Department of Education has shown that school size and

rurality have influenced the performance of the students.

Students in smaller schools (Blaqdon, 1986) and students
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from rural communities (Blagdon, 1988) have not performed as

well as their counterparts in larger schools and from the

urban centers. There is some overlap here, since the smaller

schools tend to be in the rural areas. The Task Force on

Mathematics and Science Education also found that:

Generally speaking. students in larger schools and

in schools in urban settings . . . perform

marginally better in public examinlltions than

their counterparts in small schools and those in

rural settings. Oifferences range from two to four

percentage points, depending on the SUbject.

(Crocker, 1989b, p.8S)

This is not an ala1"'lllinq difference, but it does suggest

certain students are placed at a disadvantage. However, the

Task Force discovered more disturbing disparities betveen

school districts. Further analysis ot the public examination

results revealed:

It is not unusual to find 25 or .ore percentage

points separating the lovest trolll the highest

perfor1Jling districts. This suggests that

characteristics ot a school district, beyond the

rural/urban distinction, have a major influence on

achievement. (Crocker, 1989b, p.85)

Students in a poorly perfonninq district are at the bottom

of the totem pole. Their performance is below the

Newfoundland nOl"1lls, and the provincial norms are among the
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lowest in the nation. Even greater concern must be shown for

a school district that consistently performs below

provincial standards.

Some groups will always be below the average level by

definition, unless all groups perform the same. In education

one must strive to keep the gap as narro\l as possible and at

the same time elevate the average level. Both of these

objectives can be addressed by attempting to improve the

performance of the lowest achievers. The secret to finding

an effective solution to the problems in this area may lie

in uncovering the characteristics of poorly achieving

districts, beyond the rural/urban distinction, that have a

major influence on achievement. Further research could then

be conducted to determine whether these characteristics are

common to school districts throughout the province that

suffer from lower achievement levels.

The ItFolk Theoryn of Getting Ahead

~cal peyelopment of the "Folk Theory" of Getting

ogbu's (1974) "folk theory" of getting ahead has

evolved from research into the problem of persistently

disproportionate school failure among certain minority

groups in the United StatF.!s. Researchers originally

suggested that certain minority groups were genetically

deficient (Eyscnck, 1971; Garrett, 1973; Jensen, 1969): the

group's poor academic record was a result of their
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intellectual inferiority. Eventually this explanation fell

out of favour as the IQ measures received increasing

criticism for being unfairly biased towards the dominant

culture. It ....as then hypothesized that minorities were

sUffering from institutional discrimination (Gittell &

Hollander, 1969; smith, 1974). It was suggested that

minority students were placed in second-rate school

facilities, supplied with lower qualified teachers, and

forced to conform to a school environment designed for the

majority culture. The civil rights movement in the united

States was able to win some measure of school reform through

court actions for one of its largest minorities. School

resources could no longer be deliberately diverted from

Black schools, and minority students were bussed to schools

that had been predominantly White and had better facilities.

However, school resources remain unequally distributed, and,

despite school dosegregation, "most Black students still

attend pUblic schools that are predominantly Black" (Ogbu,

1988, p.129).

Ogbu (1988) believes that this type of school reform is

too narrow and ignores two important issues. First of all,

as long as there is discrimination against minorities in

society at large there will be discriminatory pol icies and

practices in the schools. The argument is that "effective

minority education reform can be accomplished only when it

is accompanied or preceded by reforms in the status of
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minorities" COg-bu, 1988, p.129). secondly, people go to

school to get credentials for good jobs that pay well, and,

as long as lIinorities see little or no benefit from their

education they are not likely to respond well to school

reform (Ogbu, 19881.

In the 1960's, the explanation of poor minority school

perforRlance began to Gmphasis cultural deprivation (Bloom,

Davis, & Hess, 1965; Deutsch, 1967; Hunt, 19(9). The central

argument of this theory is that some students come from

family and community environments that fail to adequately

stimulate nomal development during the preschool years.

Their parents may live in a poor neighbourhood, lack

education, be unemployed, and not read to the child. Failure

at school would be a result of the students I linguistic,

cognitive, notivational, and social development being

retarded. Minority and poor children were recognized as

culturally deprived in this way. Oqbu noted that "about 15'

of Black children were said to be culturally deprived in the

lIid-1960 ' s" (1988, p.130). The cultural deprivation theory

received serious consideration and led to the development 0'

such preschool programs as Head Start in the United States.

Head start and preschool programs similar to it were

designed to provide stimulus to the child and to train the

parent on hoW' to teach the child to develop appropriate

skills for school learning and adjustment. It was

hypothesized that culturally deprived children would succeed
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academically if they developed like whito, middle-class

children.

The cultu.ral deprivation theory metall1orphas!zed into

the cultural discontinuity hypothesis (Baratz, 1970: Ramirez

, Castaneda, 1974). because minority groups felt it was

inappropriate to refer to their children as culturally

deprived. The cultural discontinuity hypothesis emphasized

the role of language and cultural ditterences in the

minority school failure. This theory conclUdes that a major

part of the problem lies in the cultural and language

conflicts between the minorities and the SChools. Schools

reflect the culture and language of the dominant group in

society (Ogbu I. Matute-Bianchi, 1986). Therefore, some

groups may not do well academically because their cultures

are not conqruent with school cultu.re. Graham (1988)

describes the failure of aboriginal children from

traditionally oriented cOllUllunities in the Northern Territory

of Australia to learn mathematics effectively in school as a

culture-conflict educational situation. These aboriginal

people traditionally make use of some number words but

"place little value on precise counting and in traditional

communities have little understanding of the concepts

involved" (Graham, uaa, p.122). Therefore the aboriginal

students are at a disadvantage in learning Western

mathematics. The minority students I language is different
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and does not even contain the same concepts as the dominant

group's language.

The aboriginal people of Canada's Northwest Territories

have also experienced cultural discontinuity with formal

education (Oates, 1988). Inuit culture preaches generosity

and working together for the benefit of the group (Oates,

1988). The school environment, however, encourages

competi tiveness and individual academic, athletic, and

extra-curricular achievement. Inuit parents want their

children to learn English and have better opportunities for

employment, but are opposed to prolonged exposure to formal

education because they feel it causes their children to

become disrespectful, disobedient, lazy, and aggressive

(Oates, 1988). Some student:> are able to cope with the

discrepancies in values and goals between the Euro-Canadian

school culture and the traditional Inuit culture. Others

develop behavioral conflicts, low self esteem, and low

confidence levels (Oates, 1988).

The cUltural discontinuity approach has also led to the

design of educational programs. These programs were devised

to produce school success in place of school failure by

making the classroom more compatible ....ith the culture of the

underachieving minority group. The Kamehameha Elementary

Education Program (ltEEP) was developed to remedy Native

Hawaiian academic underachievement by changing educational

practices (vogt, Jordan, , Tharp, 1987). The Hawaiian
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Salloan, Native Hawaiian, and Haole (Northern European

ancestry) children. The Japanese, Chinese, and Haole

children have generally good school records, while the

Filipinos, Native Hawaiians, and Samcans have relatively

poor ones (Vogt et aI., 1987). KEEP included a K-) language

arts program that was culturally compatible for Hawaiian

children and produced significant gains in reading

achievement levels for educationally at-risk Ha....aiian

children. KEEP involved making changes in instructional

practice, classroom organization, and motivation management.

The classroom, for example, was no longer organized for

independent study at individual desks. Hawaiian children are

accustomed to helping one another, and being helped more

often by peers and siblings, because of the pattern of

mUltiple caretakers and companion groups in the home

culture. Therefore, to increase the amount of peer

interaction, the teacher Det with slDall homogeneous reading

groups while the rest of the class worked in small groups at

"learning centers" located throughout the classroom.

SOlDe felt that KEEP simply used solid educational

practices that would work equally well with any other

population. However, the educational practices generated by

KEEP did not meet with success when implemented in the Rough

Rock Demonstration school on the Navajo Reservation there

(Vogt et a1., 1987). Organizing the classroom into qroups
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did not work. with the Navajo students. Navajo culture had

many instances of sibling caretaking and mutual helping in

the community but also adhered to strict separation of the

sexes. The Navajo students .....ould help and interact if the

groups ....ere divided into students of the same :;lex. The

classroom was then culturally compatible for the Navajo

children. voqt at al. (1987) felt the Hawaiian and Navajo

experiences canfirllled that cultural discontinuity was one

credible explanation for school failure.

Overall, however, the policies and intervention

strategies generatecl by past and present explanations of. the

lower academic performance of minority students have been

less effective than desired (Ogbu, 1988). ogbu feels that

the explanations have had certain weaknesses in cornmon. One

weakness is that the explanations are ahistorical.

Minorities I perceptions of and responses to schooling might

have been shaped by their collective historical experience

in school and society. Second I the explanations tend to view

education in the abstract. The explanations have not paid

enough attention to the role of ~chooling as a cultural

formula t'o:£" preparing young people to participate in the job

marJeet, and to how the job market opportunities have

affected the minorities' perceptions at' and res.ponses to

education. Third, the explanations tend to focus only on

those minorities that are not successful in school. The

explanations do not address the issue of variability in
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minority school performance. Some llIinorities succeed in

school evan though they possess cultural and other

characteristics that researchers tend to associate with

school failure (Ogbu, 1988). Ogbu a.nd "atute-BlaDeni (1986)

suggest there is a need for a conceptual framework that will

enable researchers to account for the school success of some

and the school failure of others.

pescribing the "Folk Theory" of Getting Ahead

The "tolk theory" of getting ahead explains low

school achievement of certain groups by hypothesizing that

they do not put a concentrated effort into achieving

academic success because they perceive there to be little

chance of a reward for their labour. This theory is based on

the belief that education is more of an utilitarian than

intellectual pursuit:

Although education is influenced by political and

ideoloqical needs and issues (Cohen, 1975) and by

religious be.liers and tradition, the Ilost

important source of influence shaping formal

education today appears to be the industrial

economy and its perceived needs. As tor clients of

education, i.e., parents and students, we suggest

that their perceptions and responses are also

highly influenced by economic considerations.

(Ogbu & Matute-Bianchi, 1986, p.80)



Therefore the reward for achieving academic success is the

enhancement of a person I s opportunity to achieve economic

success in adult life.

The connection between academic success and economic

success has had a high profile. The Science council of

Canada (1984) stated that "education for the world of work

is important to society and to individuals: our economy

needs appropriately trained human resources and individuals

need employment that is financially and personally

rewarding" (p. 15). The Task Force on Mathematics and

Science Education (Crocker, 1989b) also publicized the same

view by claiming that improved levels of science achievement

will foster economic growth. Hanrahan and Montgomery (1986)

suggested, in a background report for the Royal Commission

on Employment and unemployment in Newfoundland and Labrador I

that neither the educational system nor the agencies

responsible for economic development have sUfficiently

emphasized the positive relationship between education and

economic development. Hanrahan and Montgomery (1986) felt

that both institutions should place more effort on promoting

the value of t.:ducation for economic prosperity.

The same trend appears to be prevalent in American

society. Giroux (1984) believes the national debate centered

upon the relationship between public education and the wider

society concentrates on the economic connection:
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What is most striking in the current debate is the

relationship that is being drawn between the state

of the U.S. economy, with its lagging domestic

perforlllance and its shrinking preeminence in the

international marketplace. and the lailure of the

schools to educate students to lIIeet the economic

needs of the dominant society. (Giroux, 1.984,

p.U1)

A revie.... of American national policy papers, such as the

National Commission on Excellence and the National Task

Force on Education for Economic Growth, reveal a "new"

public philosophy (Giroux, 1984). This "new" pUblic

philosophy defines pUblic education "primarily through a

struggle for economic success and individual mobility"

(Giroux, 1984, p.191).

Although these are not entirely negative goals, Giroux

(1984) feels they do not lead public ed!Jcation in the

appropriate direction. Public education should have a

stronger cOMit1nent to democratic principles and promote an

ethic of civic responsibility and enhance critical thinking

abilities so that citizens will make informed jUdgements

about the political, social, and cultural issues that

structure society. One danger at the "new" public philosophy

is that some students may find education is a deceiving

promise. If schooling fails to offer opportunities for self

and social-empowerllent, the student may become alienated
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from the educational system. Giroux (1984) believes "1n

part, this alienation is expressed in the high ra";;e of

student absenteeism and school violence, and in the refusal

of many !ltudents to take seriously the academic demands and

social practices of schools" (p. 189). Ogbu and Matute

Bianchi (1986) likewise contend that the acadernic

performance of the different cultural groups will be

significantly influenced by the degree of faith each group

has in the ability of education to produce economic benefits

and respectable status for its members.

Every society or population has its own "status

mobility system" or "folk theory" of getting ah'Jad (Ogbu &

Matute-Bianchi, 1986). Each "folk theory" will tend to

generate its own role models or ideal successful persons.

The people who become role models are widely perceived by

members of the popUlation as people who are successful

because of their personal attributes and behaviours (ogbu &

Hatute-Bianchi, 1986). Parents usually try to raise their

children to emulate the behaviour of these role models, and,

as children grow older, they too strive to be like the

successful members of the population. If school success is

perceived by members of the popUlation to make people

successful, individuals will tend to i.ncorporate the pursuit

of education into their "folk theory" of getting ahead.

Where there is a strong connection between school success

and later economic and societal success in adult life, the
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population will institutionalize the beliefs, values, and

practices that enhance academic success into their culture

(Ogbu & Matute-Bianchi, 1986). The beliefs, values,

attitudes, and behaviours that promote striving for a'.:ademic

success are taught to the children consciously and

unconsciously by parents and other childrearing agents. The

direct and indirect cues from the community will eventually

lead the children to develop a cultural conception of how to

get ahead and of what role schooling plays in getting ahead.

certain cultures produce "folk theories" that may not

suppor~ striving for academic .:uccess, because adult

opportunity structures are not perceived to be enhanced by

schooling. Some groups Voluntarily engage in a way of life

that does not require schooling. The Amish in the United

states, for example, do not need white middle-class school

credentials to succeed in the Amish economy and status

system. Other groups are relegated involuntarily to menial

occupations or ways of life that do not require and do not

reward school success.

However, the priority placed upon schooling in the

group's "folk theory" of getting ahead will not be

determined solely by the lack of need and lack of reward for

success in education. The Chinese and Japanese, who

immigrated to the United states in the 19th and early 20th

cem;urles, were not adequately rewarded for their school

success, but they 5':.111 maintained llfolk theories" that
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supported conventional school success (Ogbu & Matute

Bianchi, 1986). The first Japanese and Chinese i!rulligrants

expected a level of intolerance from the dominant host

culture and did not seek equal status "'ith the An910

Americans. Instead, an American education had a value for

these groups because the immigrants found they had made

progress beyond their peers back home.

The histot"ical life experience and coping behaviours

condoned by the group will influence the role schooling

plays in the group I 5 "folk theory" of getting ahead. The

conditions that shape the "folk theory" of getting ahead may

vary from one cultural group to the next. The groups that

incorporate schooling into their "folk theories" tend to

achieve academic success. The groups that do not incorporate

schooling into their "folk theories" tend to experience

persistent, disproportionate school failure.

The uFolk Theory" of Getting Ahead and Academic Achievement

Ogbu (1974) felt the poor school performance of the

blacks in stOCkton, california, was due to the group's "folk

theory" of getting ahead. Hi.s original ethnographic research

began in 1968 and lasted for 21 months. During that time,

Ogbu attended cOllUllunity meetings, made classroom

observations, and interviewed parents, teachers, students

and community leaders. A questionnaire was also administered

to 225 students in the fifth through twelfth grades and

dealt with:
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(a) family background;

(b) educational and occupational goals;

(el influence of parents, teachers, and peer

groups as perceived by the children;

(d) the extent to which the children saw

themselves or others responsible tor the type

of work they did in school. (ogbu, 1974,

p.IS)

Relevant school records of students were examined to study

discipline problems and school progress as indicated by

letter grades given to students in various classes. Although

school letter grades are not: a very reliable indicator of

school achievement, because the marking is open to the

subjective grading practices of the teachers, more

quantative data frolll standardized test performances and

school drop out rates did reveal that blacks were not

achieving the salle level of academic success as whites and

other minorities in the Stockton area (Ogbu, 1977).

Ogbu concluded that the life experiences of the black

community in the Stockton area demonstrated that academic

success had not produced social or economic rewards for

blacks. stockton had never offered blacks equitable re.....ards

for their educational efforts in terms of jobs, income,

housing, or social position. Thereforo academic success was

not incorporated into the black Itf(llk theory" of getting

ahead. Black parents may have verbally encouraged their



children to get a good education, but communicated more

powerful and more subtle m~ssages that contradicted what

they had said. The parents often worked in low level, low

paying jobs, or were unemployed. The adults openly discussed

their experiences and frustrations of dealing with a system

controlled by the dominant white culture. As a result, black

youths did not persevere in their academic pursuits because

they perceived there to be no reward for their efforts. The

black students did not think they were less able than their

more academically successful peers from the white community.

However, attempting to achieve educational success was

associated with being white; those black students who did

put effort into their schooling were ostracized by their

bi ack peers.

Low socioeconon:ic status and racial discrimination did

not prevent Punjabi sikhs, who had immigrated to valleyside,

california, from achieving academic success (Gibson, 1987).

Researchers analyzed school performance data, used

participant observation techniques, and conducted formal and

informal interviews with high school seniors, their parents,

and their teachers. The Punjabi parents had ill'JDigrated from

small rural Indian conununities, were illiterate or semi·,

illiterate, and spoke very little English. Most of the

fall-.ilies were supported by fathers who worked for minimum

wage in the surrounding fruit orchards. Most Punjab!

students could not speak English when they began
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kindergarten. Despite these severe handicaps, the Punjab!

students were able to achieve the same level of academic

success as their white classmates. The Punjab! community

also had a higher rate of high school graduates and had more

of its male students enroled in upper level COllege

preparatory maths and science classes. However I the female

Punjab! students typically had lOlJer achievement than the

Punjab! males and were less likely to enroll in upper level

college preparatory maths and science classes.

The gender difference related directly to parents I

assumptions about the necessity and desirability

of higher education for their daughters. Although

most valleyside Punj abls said their daughters were

free to go as far with their education as they

wished, they said too that the girls should marry

first, and that decisions about higher education

and careers should be made in concert with their

husbands and their in-laws. Parents worried that

too much education before marriage would make a

girl too independent in her views and behavior.

thus tarniShing her reputation and quite possibly

jeopardizing arrangements for her marriage.

(Gibson, 1987, p. 265)

The Punjabi sikhs of Valleyside had incorporated

achieving educational SUCC6SS into their "folk theory" of

getting ahead (Gibson, 1987). However, the Punjab! parents
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expected a certain amount of discrimination from their new

hosts and vigorously protected their children from becoming

Americanized. Nevertheless, they saw attaining an education

as an honourable pursuit and not a part of t:ultural

assimilation. punjab! children were expected to learn how to

speak English and do whatever was required to attain a good

education, providing they also maintained strong roots

within the Indian community. This meant the Punjab! students

usually conformed to schoal rules and devotp-d themselves to

their studies. Effort was seen as the key to academic

success. The Punjab! parents and their children believed

that the barriers of discrimination or lack of intelligence

could be overcome by applying greater effort.

Hispanics, ....ho recently arrived in the United states

from Central America, have also challenged the odds and

remainod in school (Suarez-Orozco, 1987). Many of the

Hispanic students came from war-torn countries and were

unable to speak English. They were placed in large inner

city schools where they were confronted by an atmosphere of

drugs, violence, low expectations, and the calculated

tracking of minority students into nonacademic SUbjects

(Suarez-Orozco, 1987). The Hispanic students often found

they also had to work to help support their family. The

Hispanics were not ideal students, but they did stay in

school and attempted to learn English and obtain an

education.
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Suarez-Orozco (1981) used participant observations,

ethnographic interviews, and the Thematic Apperception Test

(TAT) to gather data on the Central AllIerican stndents. The

TAT consists of a series of vague drawings that are

presented sequentially to students. Students are asked to

make up a story based on the drawing. The narrative should

have a past, present, and a future. It became clear from the

TAT results that many of the Hispanic students were aware of

the sacrifices that had been made to give them an

opportunity to have a better life. The students felt it was

their responsibility to become successful in the United

states so that they could repay their families for the

sacrifices that had been made. Suarez-Orozco (1987)

discovered that "universally. informants reported that

schooling was the single most significant avenue for status

mobility" (p. 291). The Hispanic community had incorporated

schooling into their "folk theory" of getting ahead. Thi,;

was part of the reason why their children were able to

persevere in school under adverse conditions.

The "Folk Theory" of Getting Ahead in a Newfoundland Setting

The "folk theory" of getting ahead attempts to explain

the different achievement levels among cultural groups by

focusing on the life experiences and goals of each

particular group. The factors that shape the "folk theory"

of getting ahead may vary from each CUI tural or social

group. ogbU (1988) has argued that a low job ceiling and
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discrimination in hiring have deflated the value ot

education for certain minority groups. Women, as <:II group,

historically have faced low job ceilings but, nevertheless,

have maintained a respectable level of achievement in most

academic subjects (Mickelson, 1989). Mickelson believes that

women may not view economic benefits as the primary reward

of educational success. Women also place a high priority on

establishing healthy relationships with family and friends.

The reward of education may be measured in its ability to

enhance these relationships. Mickelson' 5 arguments

illustrate hoW' every group must be stUdied frOm its own

perspective. This section will set the "folk theory" of

getting ahead into a Newfoundland context by looking at the

life experiences of NeWfoundland youth.

Many Newfoundlanders have what May and Hollett (1986)

call a socio-cultural attachment to their local community.

These people wish to live within the community in which they

were raised. Economically this makes sense because the

standard of living in rural areas is not necessarily lower

because of lower incomes and higher unemployment (Hay &

Hollett, 1986). The present unemployment insurance system

allows Newfoundlanders to stay in rural areas and draws more

people into seasonal occupations (May & Hollett, 1986). The

Royal Commission on Employment and Unemployment in

Newfoundland and Labrador concluded that the present system

has not produced major changes for rural areas:
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After all, people in rural areas have lived with

seasonal work for over 200 years and accept it as

part of the Newfoundland lifestyle. (May &

Hollett, 1986, p. 185)

Seasonal employment in Newfoundland usually implies the use

of physical skills in the manual labour markets of fisheries

and lumber. Newfoundlanders have attached a considerable

amount of pride to their ability to work successfully in

physically demanding occupations.

In certain areas of the province, unemployment and

seasonal occupations may have created 1I "folk theory" of

qetting ahead that lowers the value of the promise of

education. campbell, Fowler, Noel, senior, and snelgrove

(1975) discovered that Newfoundland students from homes

where unemployment occurs generally have lo....er occupational

expectations than students from homes where there has been

continuous employment. Many youths live in communities that

have numerous examples of people who, in the youths' eyes,

have succeeded or done well without an education. The

economic reality in rural areas allows some seasonally

employed people to own their homes, vehicles and other

amenities, and still have plenty of time for recreational

pursuits. Subtle messages from their peers and parents

suggest that education does not offer anything they need and

perhaps offers them a life they do not even want. campbell

et a1. (1975) found that "non-urban students aspire to and
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expect lower middle class occupations to a greater extent

than do urban students" (p. 68). careers that require a high

level of educational training are usuall)' available only in

urban centers or outside the province. Education is also

seen as somewhat of a gamble. As the level of education

increases the person begins to specialize. That person may

be highly qualified but unable to substitute tha.t training

into a wide range of occupations (May & Hollett, 1986).

There is a fear that the chosen profession may no longer be

in demand or simply not be as rewarding as originally

expected. Years of hard work will have been in vain.

Thus, semi-skilled or unskilled occupations are the

mainstay of the rural Newfoundland economy. Youth realize

that manual jobs are possible and no formal training is

needed. Many Newfoundland youths do not depend on education

and believe their lives will not be enhanced by what it

offers so they reject its labour (Gedge, 1989).

value orientations. A group's "folk theory" of getting

ahead can be shaped by the group's time orientation and the

degree of influence from the group's significant others. The

"folk theory" of getting ahead hypothesizes that it is the

influence of significant others that defines how life is to

be lived. A Newfoundland youth may choose to reject the

promise of future employment through education for the

immediate gratification of an unskilled occupation with an

income, because of the cultural orientations of the
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critical feature of any culture and that life style is

significantly determined by the culture's orientation in

certain areas. One of these areas is time-orientation.

Kitchen (1966) states that groups can be differentiated by

the emphasis they place on the present, past and future:

~. Where the Past orientation is

dominant, there is generally high regard for

tradition. Ancestors tend to be revered. The old

ways are regarded as best. Change away from

tradition is deplored, toward the ways of the past

encouraged. Activities should be performed as they

used to be.

Present. Where the Present dominates, little

attention is generally given to what happened,

while the future may be regarded as vague and

unpredictable. There is no point in worrying about

the future or trying to bring back the past. One

should live each day as it comes along, do the

best one can in a ldnd of continuous present.

Things go up and down, some get better, some

worsen, but generally life is about the same.

r..~. Those oriented toward the future are

generally somewhat discontented with the present,

see little or no virtue in tradition for the sake

of tradition, desire not to be known as old-
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highly of change, believe that the future will be

better for themselves and still better for their

children, better than the present, better than the

past. (Kitchen, 1966, p. 10)

In any Newfoundland community that is present-oriented,

choosing to search for employment in the more quickly

accessible skilled or semi-skilled occupations would be

acceptable and perhaps even preferable. A present

orientation would be consistent with a "folk theory II of

getting ahead that does not value education. Present

oriented youths may choose to concentrate on achieving

success in the present because they believe life will not

improve in the future by achieving educational success.

Kluckhohn (1961) verified her value orientation theory

by stUdying five communities in the AlIIerican southwest.

Although the five communities were in the United states,

there were marked cultural distinctions between the

populations. One group was an off-reservation settlement of

Navaho Indians. The next group was a Pueblo Indian

community. The third ....as a Spanish-American village. A

Mormon village and a recently established farming village of

Texan and Oklahoman homesteaders made up the other two

communities. The study attempted to determine which value

orientations in each community were most dominant. The

following is a description of what Kluckhohn believed to be



the possible value orientations in each category of basic

human problems.

The relationship between Human Beings and Nature:

a) Humans are SUbject to Nature and defenceless

against its forces;

b) Humans have Ma:;tery over Nature and natural forces

can be overcome and put to use for human beings;

c) Humans live in Harmony 'With Nature.

Activity or Valued Personality Type:

a) The Being orientation stresses development and

emphasizes the release and indulgence of existing

desires;

b) The Being-in-Becoming orientation accepts

contemplation and meditation to improve oneself

and develop as an individual:

c) The 001ng orientation stresses working hard and

achieving results rather than enjoying life or

developing the self.

Time Orientation:

a) The Past orientation stresses traditional ways as

most acceptable:

b) The Present orientation emphasizes living for

today and not worrying about the past or what will

happen in the future;

c) The Future orientation places irnpo:-tance on

preparing for a better life in the future.
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Human Beings I relationships with each other:

a) The Individualistic orientation stresses

responsibility for oneself and individual goals

are more important than those of the group;

b) The Lineal orientation stresses more group goals

but has a hierarchical structure where older

members usually make the decisions for the group I

c) The Collateral orientation has a cooperative

structure where each member in the group has equal

status and all work for the benefit of the group.

People participating in the stUdy answered a

questionnaire that was administered orally. Each item told a

story \lith three people in it or described a situation with

three alternatives. Participants were asked to rank each

alternative in the item according to which they thought was

the best. Rankings were requested because a particular

orientation may be dominant in a society, but the other

orientations may sometimes be used in certain situations or

by certain groups (KluCkhOhn, 1961).

Kluckhohn (1961) concluded that the pattern of

variation discovered in value-orientations illustrated that

cuI tural variations existed between the different

populations. The dominant value orientation of the culture

will have an influence on the individual:

Value-orientation preferences which the child, in

being socialized in one cultural tradition as
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opposed to another, has subtly built into his

total apperceptive mass through the role

expectations imposed upon him are an extremely

important aspect of his total personality.

(Kluckhohn, 1961, p. 3<55)

Therefore it is possible that a dominant cultural time

orientation may affect personal career decisions.

Kitchen (1966) adapted Kluckhohn's instrument to stUdy

the value-orientations of grade nine students in

Ne.... foundland. Subjects were given a written form of the

original questionnaire. The wording was simplified and

shortened. The wording was also modified to reflect a

fishing rather than an agricultural society. The

questionnaire also required pupils to indicate family

characteristics and thQir own involvement with mass media,

church activities, and peer groups. Information for

community variables was provided by school principals and

government officials. The research received responses from

2151 pupils from some 250 communities who were attending 168

of the 175 Anglican schools offering grada nina.

Kitchen's hypotheses were based on the research of

American society which illustrated that variations in value

orientations existed along a peasant-urban continuum:

The general hypothesis of this study is that the

value-orientations of Newfoundland high school

pupils will vary between those typical of peasant
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society and those typical ot urban society

according to the pupils I involvement and that of

their communities, families, and friends with the

traditional fishing village and modern American

urban society. (Kitchen, 1966, p. 155)

The position of each community along the peasant-urban

continuum ""as determined by the proportion of the

inhabitants in the settlement engaged in the traditional

fishery, the degree of industrialization, the strength of

the transportation links with the outside, the population,

the degree of influence from the religious denomination, the

strength of the television coverage, and the form of

municipal government. The amount of involvement each family

has in the traditional fishing village or modern American

urban society was measured by parental occupation,

education, and vertical mobility. Vertical mobility refers

to the extent to which fathers' occupations are more or less

urban than their grandfathers'.

Kitchen found variation in value orientation between

the peasi!lInt i!lInd urbi!lln communities but the pattern did not

always follow the American model. Pupils more inVolved in

urban society had, as predicted, a greater preference for

the Mastery-over-Nature orientation than those less

involved. Pupils more involved in urban society also behaved

as predicted by choosing more strongly the Individualistic

orientation than those less involved. It was predicted that
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the pupils more involved in urban society would choose the

Doing orientation and be less inclined to choose the Being.

However, in the Newfoundland study the pupils at the extreme

ends of the peasant-urban continuulII lSIore often chose the

Being orientation while the pupils in the emerging or

intermediate communities more often chose the Doing

orientation. Although the Future-orientation is the most

dominant time orientation in modern American urban society,

it ....as discovered that the pupils more involved in urban

society in Newfoundland were less future oriented than

pupils less involved. The more involved students tended to

be more present oriented than the pupils from the

traditional or peasant societies.

Kitchen's (1966) finding on the Time-orientation of

pupils from Newfoundland fishing villages appears to be

inconsistent with the behaviour of these rural students.

Choosing emploYDent in seasonal occupations over educational

training for future ellployment appears to be a present

orientation. This may be an example of what was earlier

described by Kluckhohn (1961) as a situation in which a

particular value orientation is dominant but another

orientation is used for certain decisions.

The "folk theory" of getting ahead suggests that the

influence of significant others shapes the attitudes ot the

youth. Dominant value orientations within a culture are also

impressed upon the youth by significant others (Kluckhohn.
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1961). One influential group named by both Ogbu and

Kluckhohn was the parents. A second group of significant

others in the school setting is the teachers. Crocker

(198gb) charges that, in Newfoundland, there is a crisis of

low expectations among the teaching profession:

One of the most striking aspects of the

discussions with teachers and school district

officials was the pervasive assumption that large

numbers of students are simply incapable of coping

with academic work at the high school level. Many,

in fact, went as far as to argue that too many

students are finding their way into post-secondary

insti tutions - students who are fundamentally

incapable of meeting the demands of programs <i.t

that level. Within the high schools themselves, a

prevalent view seems to be that unless certain

students are allowed to apt for non-academic

courses, many will simply became frustrated, fail,

and drop out. (Crocker, 1989b, p.45)

To further assess the students' "folk theory" of getting

ahead this research will also investigate the time

orientation of the students and the level of support the

students perceive they are receiving from both their parents

and teachers in their educational endeavours.

Attribution theory. In this section, Attribution Theory

will be briefly explained and it will be shown how it can be
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used to assess certain aspects of the students' "folk

theory" of getting ahead.

Attribution Theory described by Weiner (1974) states

that individuals attribute achievement outcomes

predominantly to the four causal factors of luck, task

difficulty, effort, and ability. weiner (1974) proposed that

these causal factors be along two dimensions: a locus-of

causality dimension and a stability dimension.

The locus of causal ity dimension is seen as one in

Which, at one end, actions are seen as having

personal, or internal causes (such as effort or

ability); and at the other end, as having

environmental, or external causes (such as luck or

task difficulty). The stability dimension is seen

as one in which, at one end (the "stable" end).

causal factors have somewhat enduring

Characteristics, and will remain relatively

invarial~t over time (task difficulty and ability

are cons-,idered stable causes); and at the other

end (the "unstable" end), causal factors will vary

over time, and may change from one moment to the

next (luck and effort are considered unstable

causes). (Pancer & Eiser. 1977, p. 253)

Ability will influence an individual's locus of causality.

High ability students tend to attribute their achievement

outcomes to internal causal factors (Weiner, 1974).
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Therefore, high ability students believe they have a greater

measure of control over their future than do low ability

students.

Students who attribute their success and failure to

external and stable causal factors are more likely to be

unmotivated when presented with new achievement-oriented

situations, if they have experienced failure at similar

tasks in the past. These students see little chance of

achieving success in the newly presented task. The stability

of the attribution is the more important factor in

determining one's future expectations of success or failure

(Weiner, Heckhausen, Meyer, & Cook, 1972; Valle & Frieze,

1976; weiner, 1974). If one attributes past performance to

stable causes, which are expected to remain invariant over

time, one will expect future performances to be similar.

Attributing outcomes to the unstable causal factor of

effort appears to have a more positivQ impact on achievement

motivation. students will show greater persistence at

achievement-oriented activities where failure can be

attributed to effort (Andrews & Debus, 1978: weiner et al.,

1972). Research by Andrews and Debus (1978) illustrated that

students trained to attribute failure to lack of effort

became more persistent at completing future tasks. Because

effort is an unstable causal factor it is worthwhile, in

certain situations, to persist at an achievement-oriented

task because, although failure may have been experienced in
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the past, there is the likelihood that the outcome may

change.

Although effort is also an internal causal factor it

allows students the opportunity to protect their egos. SOllie

students will minimi2e study on a task that has been

described as difficult imd as needing a high ability to

succeed. They feel it is better to receive charges of

laziness than to risk failing at the task and demonstrating

low ability (Covington. spratt, & OrneHch, 1980; Nicholls,

1984) .

The "folk theory" of getting ahead proposes that youths

from certain minority groups are unmotivated to achieve

academically because they percelve the circumstances which

make an education useful to be beyond their control (Ogbu,

1988). The youth believe that low job ceilings and

discrimination limit education's potential for upward social

mobility (Ogbu, 1988). The members of the underachieving

minorities did not attribute their failure to lack of

ability (Ogbu, 1988). They were further frustrated by the

belief that the factors or circumstances are stable and not

able to be altered. Research by Raviv, Bar-Tal, and Bar-Tal

(1980) supports the conjecture that disadvantaged children,

defined on the basis of their socioeconomic status, tend to

attribute their failure more to stable than unstable causes.

Newfoundlanders do not appear to suffer from

discrimination. However, many of Newfoundland's rural
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co_unities may have simulated the effect of a low job

ceiling because there is little rOOD for upward Dobility in

an economy that is almost exclusively based on semi-skilled

occupations. Therefore, sOllle Newfoundlanders may have the

SAlle attributlonal pattern as the more academically

unsuccessful minorities. The persistently poor econollic

climate in Newfoundland may bave produced the same

pessimistic attitude that things will not change and are out

of any individual's control.

This research will investigate the causes to Which the

Newfoundland students attribute their success or failure in

academic tasks in science in order to help assess the

students I "folk theory" of getting ahead.

The Relationship between Ability

and Science Achievement

Studies using the "folk theory" of getting ahead assume

no disparities exist between the general abilities of any

particular minority group and the dominant cultural group.

This may be a plausible assWDption for very large groups.

Therefore, most studies in this area neglect to ascertain

abili ty levels of each group before comparing achievement

levels. This section of the literature review will show that

the general ability of smaller groups of students cannot be

ignored when comparing their achievement levels, because a

strong relationship exists between ability and science

achievement.



Measures of ability show consistent and positive

relationships with achievement (Fraser, Walberg, Welch, &

Hattie, 1987). Fleming and Malone (1983) confirmed these

results in a meta-analysis for studies conducted in

kinderg-arten through twelfth grade since 1960. In this meta

analysis, science achievement was defined as "outcome on any

instrument that measures science achievement in content

areas taught in kindergarten through twelfth grade" (Fleming

& Malone, 1983, p. 483). General ability consisted of a

number of measures of general, verbal, or mathematical

intelligence; verbal and mathematical science aptitude

tests; and language ability. The relationship between the

selected ability measures and stUdents' science achievement

had mean correlations ranging from 0.41 to 0.43. It is

interesting to note that the meta-analysis found

considerable variability in the relationship across grade

levels:

The relationship between general ability and

science achievement is lowest at the elementary

school level (r "" 0.25). This correlation

coefficient more than doubles at the middle school

level (r "" 0.59) and decreases again by about 20'

during the high school years (r "" 0.47). (Fleming

& Malone, 1983, p. 484)

A quantitative synthesis approach to the review of the

relevant research verified the strong positive relationship
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between ability and science achievement. steinkamp and Maehr

(1983) synthesized findings from 66 articles and reports

since 1965 and found the mean correlations between

achievement and cognitive ability to be significantly

positive for boys (r = 0.36) and for girls (r so 0.32).

Harty, Beall, and Scharmann (t985) investigated the

relationship between fifth grade students' science

achievement and their attitudes towards science, int'::rest in

science, reactive curiosity, and scholastic aptitude.

Scholastic aptitude was measured by the "cognitive Abilities

Test: Multi-Level Form 3" which had a verbal, quantitative,

and nonverbal component. A multiple regressien of the six

predictor variables accounted tor 47\: ot" the variance in

science achievement (Harty et ai., 1985). However, most of

the Vl'u:i.ance (44%) was attributed to the verbal,

quantitative, and nonverbal variables that made up the

scholastic aptitude measure. This is consistent with the

findings of the meta-analysis completed by steinkamp and

Maehr (1983).

Affect, as defined by instruments purporting to measure

emotions, values, and feelings related to science, had a

positive but significantly lower relationship with

achievement than did ability. The mean correlations between

achievement and affect were small for boys (r ::: 0.19) and

for girls (r ::10 0.18) (steinkamp & Maehr, 1983).



Burkman, TeSte, snyder, and Beditz (1981) investigated

the simultaneous effects of two teaching methods, time

allowed for stUdy, and academic ability on achievement in a

high school science course. One teaching method was teacher

directed and the other was more student directed. With the

teacher-directed method the teacher set specific daily work

schedules illnd held full class lectures and discussion

sessions. with the student-directed method the teacher

presented the order and time limit for the content but gave

the students responsibility and independence to pace their

studies. The teacher provided individual help when needed.

Students were taught three specific sections of a life

science course. The combination of two instructional Illethods

and three allowed times resulted in six treatment groups.

The main effect of ability on achievement was strong but

there was an ability-treatment interaction. Burkman, Bre'lin.

and Griffin (1982) later conducted a siailar study but added

another teaching method and a second student variable. The

additional instructional method allowed qroups of two to

five students to work collectively to complete exercises,

and to determine the pace of proqress. Any member ..,ho failed

to achieve the preset mastery level on a test was required

to do review and could rejoin the original group only after

passinq the test. The second student variable measured the

students' assessment of the degree to which their teacher

implemented the assiqned instruct-ional method. The
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interaction among the three variables formed a complex

pattern of results and sometimes contradicted results from

the original study. However, one clear conclusion was made:

Student ability interacted with SAI (student

assessment of treatment implementation) and

assigned treatment, but had an independent effect

on achievement distinct from all of the other

variables. For all assigned treatments and levels

of SAl, achievement increased with ability.

(Burkman at aI., 1982, p. 783)

Two other studies showed that the relationship between

ability and achievement may be weakened by em910ylng 000

conventional instructional methods. Burrows and Okey (1979)

hypothesized that the use of the Mastery Learning strategy

would improve achievement and negate the relationship

between ability and achievement. A group of fourth and fifth

graders were taught a topic in mathematics using the mastery

learning approach and their achievement results were

compared to three other groups that were sUbj ected to more

conventional teaching methods. The students in the mastery

learning program were given the same instruction as the

other groups but in addition were given diagnostic tests for

each skill. The tests were COrrected and the students were

directed to additional instruction until they demonstrated

mastery of the skill. No new content was covered by the

student until he or she achieved mastery of each skill.
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BU:'rows and okey (1979) found that the students in the

mastery learning program did achieve better results on their

pasttest but t~e relationship between ability and

achievement was reduced from a correlation coefficient of

.84 only to .51, and was therefore far from negated.

Research by Anania (1983) confirmed that different

instructional methods may only weaken the relationship

between ability and achievement. In the stUdy, three forms

of instruction were used to teach probability to fourth and

fifth graders and to teach cartography to eighth graders.

Conventional instruction was group based and the class was

paced by the teacher. StUdents were allowed to proceed to

new learning regardless of their test performances. The

second instructional approach used mastery learning.

Students who did not initiallY meet an 80\ criterion set for

mastery were given additional opportunities to participate

in learning, and were not introduced to new topics until

they acquired the entry behaviours needed to succeed at the

next level. The third instructional approach used tutoring.

Undergraduate education majors enroled in a private college

were used as tutors. In the fourth and fifth grades, each

tutor was responsible for three students, while in grade

eight one-an-one tutoring was provided. students in the

tutorial program were held to a criterion of 90\ accuracy on

formative tests. Anania discovered ability accounted for 38%

of the variancQ in achievement in the conventional group,
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15' of the variance in achievement in the mastery group, and

only lOt of the variance in achievement in the tutorial

group.

Ability cannot be ignored when attempting to understand

achievement levels in science:

To extrapolate, to achieve in science requires

more than good intentions (cf. Maehr, in press).

It requires ability. This may be similarly true

for all school subjects, but it does appear to be

especially true for school science. (steinkamp &

Maehr, 1983, p. 388)

This research will attempt to determine the direct

relationship between ability and science achievement with

this sample of students. The research will then attempt to

deterll'line the influence of the "folk theory" of getting

ahead on science achievement with ability controlled.

The Relationship Between Quality of

Instruction and Student Outcomes

The Science Council of Canada (1984) proposed that

quality science education, especially at the secondary

school level, requires specialist teachers and adequate

laboratory facilities. Fortunately, most secondary schools

in Canada do have adequate laboratory facilities and highly

trained science teachers teaching in their areas of

speciality (sec, 1984). The present research expects to find

th,)'!';. the two communities under study are receiving the same
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quality of instructi:m. Although quality of instruction can

be inferred in different ways, this study will depend upon

teacher characteristics (training and experience) and schO'll

facilities. Both schools are under the authority of the same

school board, so each should receive the same expenditure

per student and the same standard at qualified teachers.

However, the more urban cODUllunity may attract mo .. e

experienced teachers and have a greater t'inancial ability to

assist the school obtain facilities. Therefore, this section

of the review will investigate the relationship between

quality of instruction and student achievement so that the

present research can assess the impact of some instructional

discrepancies that may exist.

The value of determining whether the quality of

instruction is able to explain some allount of the variance

in academic achievement is that presullably the school has

greater control over this variable than other factors that

may influence achievement. Unfortunately, researchers have

found it difticult to separate the effects of the quality of

instruction and student characteristics such as

socioeconomic status, family background, and ability on

student outcomes (Heyneman & Loxley, 1983). In 1966, the

Coleman Report released its findings on an extensive survey

of American schools that included its assessment of the

impact of quality of instruction on achievement:
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The components of school expenditure have little,

if any, impact on student performance.

Consequently. investments in reduced class size,

improved teacher quality, or ioproved school

facilities are likely to have little effect on

educational output. (Perl, 1973, p. 157).

However, the validity of the conclusions in the Coleman

Report were criticized because of the statistical techniques

used to analyze the data (Murnane, 1975).

A second American study attempted to determine if,

after controlling for students' family backgrounds and that

of their classmates, increases in educational expenditures

at the secondary school level would increase the scores of

students on tests of academic ability (Perl, 1973). The

study was based on data from a large sample of students who

graduated from high school in 1960. It was discovered that

in schools with a higher percentage of teachers with M.A.

degrees, and Ph.D's, and with more of the teacher's time

spent in his or her area of specialization, student

performance on ability tests was greater (Perl, 1973). There

was a qualification noted for teacher training:

The impact of having teachers with M.A. degrees

may reflect the special qualities of teachers who

go on to receive M.A. 's and not the usefulness of

advanced training per se. If this is the case,

while it would be useful for individual schools to
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pay a premium to attract teachers with advanced

training, there might be no particular gain

associated with encouraging the existing staff to

acquire M.A. degrees. (Perl, 1973, p. 169)

Perl (1973) also concluded that teacher experience had no

significant effect on student performance on academic

ability tests.

Heyneman and Loxley (1983) suggested that instead of

making generalizations based on a few of the world' 5 school

systems (mostly in Europe, North American, and Japan) a

fairer ?'ssessment of the impact of the quality of

instruction could be obtained by stUdying a wider range of

countries. Therefore, they investigated the effect of

primary school quality on pupil academic achievement across

t ....enty-nine countries from Africa, Asia, Latin America, and

the Middle East. Survey information ....as gathered from six

major sources. The largest of those sources was an 18

country science survey completed by the International

Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement

(IEA). School and teacher quality appeared to influence

student learning around the ....orld, but, the poorer the

country, the greater the impact of school and teacher

quality on science achievement.

Perl's (1973) conclusion on the effect of teacher

experience on student achievement has been contradicted by

other studies. 8iniaminov and Glassman (1983) found that, in
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Israel, teachers who had more years of teaching ....ithin the

same school produced the highest rates of school-certified

graduates. Student achievement was measured by the rate of

certificates because, in Israel, the certificates were given

only to high school graduates who successfully passed

governmentally prepared and administered examinations.

Teachers with long teaching experience in the same secondary

school may have had a positive influence on student

achievement because the teachers were familiar with the

abilities of the school's student popUlation and knew the

academic requirements for passing various government exams

(Biniaminov & Glassman, 19B3). Biniaminov and Glassman

predicted "an increase of B years of teaching experience in

the same school would raise the percent of government

certificated graduates by 35.53 percent" (1983, p. 264).

Murnane (1975) measured the effect of teaching

experience by stUdying the performance of 1000 second and

third grade Black students in maths and reading. The results

of student performance suggest teachers improve with

experience for the first three years of teaching I but

teachers with five years of experience are equally as

effective as those with. ten years of experience (Murnane,

1975).

A meta-analysis by Druva and Anderson (1963),

conducted to look at the relationships between teacher

characteristics and student outcomes, found that teacher
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experience accounted for only I\: of the variation in student

achievement. The lIleta~analysis studies done by Sweitzer and

Anderson (1983) and Oruva and Anderson (1983), which looked

at research on science teacher education practices, suggest

that science teacher training influences teacher performance

but does not translate into a strong influence on student

aChievement. sweitzer and Anderson found a mean effect size

of 0.77, from 68 different studies, when various teacher

outcome criteria were used as dependent measures. Teachers

who received inservice or preservice science teacher

educational training tended to outperform the comparison

groups on measures of science content, process, attitude

toward science, and desired teaching behaviours. Desired

teaching behaviours included behaviours such as questioning

techniques and use of the inquiry strategy. However, teacher

training accounted only for four percent of the variation in

student achievement (Druva & Anderson, 1983).

specialized science teacher training may have an even

less significant influence on stUdent achievement in science

at the elementary school level. Research by zuzovsky, Tamir.

and Chen (1989) jUdged specialized scienCE: teachers in their

sample to be better prepared and to exhibit more adequate

modes of science instruction than the general teachers. The

specialized teachers had done more post-secondary science

stUdies, had received more preparation for science teaching

and inservice training. and had more science teaching
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experience. However, no significant differences were found

in science achievement between the students (grade 5) of the

two teacher groups. It seems a mediating effect of attitudes

acted differently on the two teacher groups. The overall

effect of students' attitudes towards school and science was

negligible for the general teacher group. There was an

overall negative influence ot students' attitudes on

acllievement in the specialized teacher group. As a result,

similar achievement was made by the two student populations.

Although the Science council of Canada (1984) calls for

improved laboratory facilities, the review of the literature

suggests that laboratory instruction does not significantly

affect science achievement. Bates (1978) revie;., of the

literature uncovered that "lecture, demonstration, and

laboratory teaching methods appear equally effective in

transmitting science content" (p. 74). However, laboratory

experiences do appear to promote students' skills in working

with equipment and may nurture positive attitudes towards

science (Bates, 1978). Yager, Eigen, and Snider (1969)

investigated the effects of laboratory and demonstration

methods upon outcomes of instruction in a grade eight

biology course. There were three treatment groups. In the

laboratory group students performed individually and

completed 50 of 57 laboratories designed for the course. The

demonstration group completed each of the laboratories as a

class demonstration done by the teacher or a student. The



discussion group did neither the laboratories nor

demonstrations, but were given results for the laboratories

for discussion and interpretation. There were no significant

differences among the three treatment groups in terms of

achievement in biology. There was also no significant

differences among the three groups in terns of critical

thinking, understanding of science and scientists, and

attitudes towards biology. The students in the laboratory

group did demonstrate more laboratory skills than the

students in the other two treatment groups. Skills were

determined by a practical examination which included

focusing a microscope, and constructing and '<Iorking a

manometer. Yager et al. (1969) made the following

conclusion:

Using the lack of an adequate laboratory

(materials, space, or time) as a means of

explaining the lack of desired outcomes or failure

to provide a modern course may not be appropriate

in view of this stUdy. (p. 84)

Babikian (1971) discovered similar results regarding

laboratory instruction and achievement. Babikian used three

slightly different treatments with nine classes of eighth

grade students to teach six concepts of buoyancy in liquids.

An expository group had the teacher present the concept

verbally and givf!. examples. A class discussion could follow

but no audiovisual materials other than a chalk board were
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used. In the laboratory group the concept was stated by the

teacher and then the procedure was described for the

verification of the concept in the laboratory. Students in

the discovery group were asked to discover an unstated

concept individually, after receiving instructions on the

use of laboratory equipment. There were no significant

differences in overall achievement observed between the

expository and laboratory methods. Both methods were

superior to the discovery method in terms of achievement.

The Relationship between Gender

and Science Achievement

Research shows consistently that there are sex-related

differences in science aChievement, and usually boys

outperform girls (Erickson & Erickson, 1964). The Second

International Science study (SISS) conducted in C,mada for

the lEA revealed that boys outperformed girls in grade 5,

grade 9, and in the students' final year of schooling

(Connelly, 1989). For students in their final year of high

school, the boys outperformed the girls in biology, physics,

and particularly in chemistry (Connelly, 1989). In the

United States the National Assessment of Educational

Progress (NAEP) conducted large scale surveys of science

achievement in 1969-70, 1972-73, and 1976-77 and found

similar results (NAEP, 1978). In each survey the NAEP

assessed science at three age levels (9, 13, and 17 years of

age). The achievement level of males at each age was higher



than that of the females in all three assessments of science

achieve..lent (NAEP, 1978).

However, in Newfoundland, the relationship between

gender and science achievement appe~rs to be di fferent than

that found in larger target populations. The effect of

gender on science achievement in Newfoundland is not

significant though the overall picture of perfornance in

science tends to favour the girls (Crocker, 1989b).

Although gender has had a small effect on science

i\chievement in Newfoundland, the literature suggests that

sex-related differences in science ac~ievement do exist.

Therefore, this research will attempt to determine the

influence of the "folk theory" of getting ahead on science

achievement with the effect of gender controlled.

Summary and Conclusions

The research shows that certain minority groups have

achieved success in education despite discrimination, the

existence of job ceilings, and having cultural

discontinuities with the dominant society. It appears that

the minority groups that do succeed are the ones that have a

"folk theory" of getting ahead which stresses that, despite

tho obstacles, education will produce economic rewards and

upward status mobil ~ty. Each groups' "folk theory" of

getting ahead is shaped by their present experiences and

their history. The review shows there is reason to believe

that the cultural and economic influences in certain areas
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of Newfoundland ml.iY have caused some communities to have

developed" folk theories" of getting ahead that cast doubt

upon the usefulness uf aChieving an education in science.

Most researchet's have taken an ethnographical approach

to assessing a groups' "folk theory" of getting ahead. This

study will take a psychometric and correlational-causal

approach to assessing students' "folk theory" of getting

ahead. Tht~ review of the literature has atl:.empted to

establish that the students' "folk theory" of getting ahead

can be assessed by measuring the value they place on

obtaining 0. science education, the amount of support they

perceive they are receiving from their parents and teachers,

and by determining their time-orientation and their

attributional patterns used to explain the causes of their

success or failure in science.

The (,chool ability of students cannot be ignored when

comparing achievement levels, because a strong relationship

does exist between school ability and science achievement.

School ability may also affect an individual's "folk theory"

of getting ahead, because higher ability students tend to

have a different attributional pattern than lower ability

students for explaining their success or failure.

The review of the literature suggests that the amount

of facilities, and level of teacher experience and training

are likely to affect science achievement only if there is a
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wide variation in these variables within the sample

populations being studied.

Although there appears to be no significant sex-related

differences in science achievement in Ne.... foundland. th('

effE>ct of gender upon science achievement will be

investigated in this sample because female students

typically do not do as well in science as male students. The

literature also suggests that gender will influence an

individual's "folk theory" of getting ahead. In some

cuI tures, females do not receive the same support from home

as the males, and females may even have their own definition

of Sllccess. In Newfoundland, female students aspire more to

UppE\r and middle class occupations than do male students

(Campbell et al., 1975). It has also been found that, in

Newfoundland, level of educational attainment has a greater

impact on the labour force activity of ....omen than that of

men (Anger, McGrath, " Pottle, 1986). When compared to women

with less formal education, female univer!3ity or college

graduates are more likely to be employed, to remain in the

labour force for longer periods of time, and to have

employnlent with career interest and opportunity for

advancement (Anger et al., 1986). Also, although female

high school graduates in Ne.... foundland have not enroled

heavily in all the different science courses offered at the

post-secondary level, they have enroled heavily in the life

£clences and in nursing (Crocker, 1989b). Therefore, the



female students may see science edl'cation as a valuable

commodity for future success.
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7.
CHAPTER J: METHOD

This research tlllkes a psychomet.ric, correlational

causal approach to assess the power of Oqbu's "folk theory"

of success in explaining persistent, disproportionate low

science achievement.. The present chapt".er states the

hypotheses of the study and describes the methods used to

test them. There is a description of the sample, and of the

instrumentation, including a deGcription of the OLSAT school

ability measure, the lEA science achievement test, and a

detailed description of how a questionnaire was designed to

determine certain aspects of the students' "folk theory" of

getting ahead. The chapter concludes with a description of

the collection and analysis of the data.

Hypotheses

The first stage of this research attellpts to establish

that the country Cove students are underachiev iog I by

comparing their performance on a science achievellent lIeasure

with that of the Earletown students. It is hypothesized that

the Country Cove students will have lower scores on the

science achievement measure than the Earlctown students.

The review of the literature suggests that there is a

~trong positive relationship between school ability and

science achievement. The second stage of this research

attempts to establish that the community will affect science

achievement even ....hen ability is controlled. It is

hypothesized that the country Cove students will have lower
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scores on the science achievement measure than students of

equal school ability from Earletown.

In the next stage of this research a causal model

(shown in Figure 3.1) is tested in an attempt to establish

that the II folk theories" of getting ahead for t'1e two

communities will ,,'.'.:ount for part of the discrepancy in

science achievement levels between equal ability groups. To

the degree that students value science education, perceive

they have :;upport from their parents and teachers, have a

1'0>0°' 1/ ~
Ability y"
~. The Hypothetical Causal Model Used to Explain
the C..:.usal Relationships among Community, School Ability,
the "Folk Theory" of Getting Ahead and Science Achievement.



future-orientation, and attribute their success or failure

in science to internal causal factors they are hypothesizod

to have a "folk theoryft of getting ahead that will promote

science achievement. It is hypothesized that the ect·nomic

and cultural environment in the country Cove area has

created a local "folk theory" of getting ahead that is less

likely to promote science achievement than the local "folk

theory" of getting ahead for Earletown. The review of the

literature shows that high ability students have a more

internalhed locus-at-control. Therefore, it is also

hypotheshed that the high ability students' "folk theory"

of getting ahead is more likely to promote science

achievement than the low ability students' "follt theory" of

getting ahead.

In this stage of the research another causal model

(shown in Figure 3.2) was used to stUdy the relationstlip

between the communil:.y, the students' "folk theory" of

getting ahead, and achievement in science whEm the effects

of school ability, grade, and gender have been controlled.

This model is hypothesized to account tor fIIore variance in

science achievement in this sample. This model is also

expected. to give a more accurate measure of the mediating

effect of the llfolk theory II of getting ahead on the

relationship between the community and !l ..~ience

achievement.
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,'='IY1~
Ability •~"l Folk J_1.--'-SCi-en-ce-,1

EJ~"~"

IGender Iy-
~. The Hypothetical Causal Model Used to Explain
the Causal Relationships among community, School Ability,
Grade, Gender, the "Folk Theory" of Getting Ahf:lad and
Science Achievement.

Female high school students in this province have

,",lightly outperfot1lled the male students. Therefore, it is

hypothesized that in this causal model the female students

will score higher on the science achievement measure than

the male students. The research literature also suggests

that females may have a different "folk theory" of getting

ahead than males. In Newfoundland, the level of educdtional

attainment has had a greater economic impact on females than

on males. It is hypothesized that the t"emale students' "folk

theory" of getting ahead will be more likely to promote



achievement in science than the male students' "folk theory"

of getting ahead. Thus, gender may act as a suppressor

variable, suppressing the relationship between the students'

"folk theory" of getting ahead and science achievement,

unless it is controlled.

The higher grade level students have completed more

science courses than the lower grade level students. This

should give the higher grade level students an advantage on

a science achievement measure. Therefore, it is hypothesized

that the scores on the ~cience achievement measure will

incre"lse with the students' grade level. spain and Sharpe

(1990) found in a survey of early school leaverG in

Newfoun<:l.land that the percentage of early school leavers

increased from grade 10 to grade 12. The largest percentage

of early school leavers were in grade 12 at the time of

school leaving.

The most salient group of early school leavers

were those who had reached Level III before

withdrawing from school. The she of the group was

not the only factor of interest. This group had

also enjoyed the lI\()st success of all the leavers

SUl veyed. They had persisted in school the

longest. They were the oldest of the early school

leavers, ....ell beyond school leaving age. (Spain &

Sharpe, 1990, p. 168)



It appears that higher grade level students may abandon

their faith in education despite their history of past

success and persistence. Therefore, it is hypothesized that,

as the grade level increases, the students' "folk theory" of

getting ahead will be less likely to promote achievement in

science. Thus, grade also may act as a suppressor variable,

suppressing the relationship between the students' "folk

theory" of getting ahead and science achievement, unless it

is controlled.

Quality of instruction could also act as an intervening

factor in the relationship between the school and

achievement in science. However, it was omitted from the

causal models because it ~as beyond the scope of this thesis

to develop a quantitative measure of it. It was

hypothesized, however, that there are no significant

differences in the quality of instruction between Co...ntry

Cove and Earletown. The quality of instruction in both

schools was investigated qualitatively in order to determine

~hether this ....as a valid assumption.

Sample

To assess the impact of the "folk theory" of getting

ahead on science achievement it was necessary to identify

two com":Iunities that shOUld have a different "folk theory"

of getting ahead. Country Cove was chosen because it appears

the social and economic influences in this "Cegion could

shape a "folk theory" of getting ahead that does not



incorporate the need for academic success. Earletown was

chosen because the social and economic environment in that

area should have promoted a "folk theory" of getting ahead

that values attaining an education. Information from the

1986 Canadian Census (Statistics Canada, 1988), shown in

Tables 3.1 and 3.2, illustrates the difference between the

two communities in the study and shows how each communi ty

Table 3.1

.fU..centage of the population 15 years of Age and Older by

Highest level of Schooling

Canada NFLD Earletown Country
Cove

l. Less than
Grade , 17.3 26.6 13.2 43.3

,. Grade 9-13
-Without
Certificate 27.1 31.3 33.6 36.5

-with
Certificate 12.7 8.6 '.6 6.'

3. Trades
Certificate 3.1 1.7 '.7 0.'

4. Other
Non-university
Education
-Without
Certificate 6.8 3.5 4.7 2.6

-with
Certificate 14.5 14.4 21.5 5.6

5. University
No Degree 8.' 8.3 8.3 1.7

6. University
with Degree '.6 5.6 7.' 1.7



Table J.2

Percentage of the Population that Is Unemployed

1. Between the
age of 15-24

2. Over the age
of 25

Canada

17.0

8.5

UFLO

38.9

21.6

Earletown

36.4

19.6

Country
Cove

55.0

60.7

compares with the Canadian and Provincial education and

economic conditions. The Country Cove youth have few

citizens with a high level of education or training to act

as role models. Table 3.1 shows that the majority of the

population 1~ years of age and older in the country Cove

area has not achieved a high school graduation certificate.

As a result most of the residents in Country Cove do not

depend upon a high level of education or training in their

daily lives. Table 3.2 shows that there is a higher level of

unemployment in the country Cove area. The majority of the

families make their living from seasonal employment in the

fishery or logging ("tatistics Canada, 1988).

The Earletown community has a greater number of

citizens with higher educational credentials to act as role

models for their youth. Table 3.1 shows that a larger

percentage of Earletown's population, ....ho are 15 years of

age and older, have received some amount of post-secondary
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educational training. Table 3.2 shows that unemployment is

lower in Earletown. Thera is more permanent employment in

Earletown than in country Cove (Statistics Canada, 1988).

The two schools used in this study are the only senior

high schools in each community. The achievement profiles of

both schools also are consistent with different "folk.

theories" of getting ahead. The Earletown and Country Cove

schools have in the past offered the same senior high school

science courses in the same year. From 1983 to 1969

Earletown students have averaged 9 marks better than the

Country Cove students on the unadjusted pUblic examination

results in these science courses. The results from the 19B3

and 1986 Canadian Tests of Basic Skills (CTBS) for grade 8

students, shown in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4, further

highlights the difference in performance between Country

Cove and Ear1etown students. The Country Cove students have

performed consistently below the standards set by students

in Earletown, Newfoundland, and the rest of Canada.

The Country Cove school has approximately 230 students

from grade 7 to 12. The Earletown school has approximately

460 students from grade 4 to 12. Both schools are under tha

authority of the same school board. A total of 242 senior

high school students from the two scho JIs participated in

the stUdy. There was a total of 87 grade 10 stUdents, 88

grade 11 students and 67 grade 12 students. There were 94

students from country Cove and 148 students from Earletown.



Percentile Rank on Each Subtest

~. Percentile Ranks on each Subtest of the 1983
Grade 8 Canadian Tests of Basic Skills for Country Cove,
Earletown, and Newfoundland.

Percentile Rank on Each Subtest

"""''''11]lIe'dlng

L,nangt

i
WClrk8tvdy

1

COlllpOIIU.

~. Percentile Ranks on each Subtest of the 1986
Grade 8 Canadian Tests of Basic Skills for country Cove,
Earletown, and Newfoundland.
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Table 3. J gives the number of males and females in each

grade for each school. six students chose not to participatG!

and 17 were absent from school on the day the research was

being conducted. However, the 242 students studied comprise

an extremely representative sample of each school because

only a small number of students in either school did not

participate in the study.

Table 3.3

The Nqmber of Males and Females in Each Grade by Schad

Grade

Gender ,. 11 12

country Cove

Males 2. 15 15
Females 12 22 10

Earletown

Males 32 ,. 17
Females 23 32 25

Procedure

The otis-Lennon School abU lty Test

The Sixth Edition of the otis-Lennon School Ability Test

(OLSAT) Level G (otis & Lennon, 1989b), designed tor students

in grades 9 through 12, was the instrument used to measure
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students' school ability. The OLSAT is designed to

students' ability to cope with school learning tasks. The

instrument measures verbal, quantitative, and figural

reasonir.g skills. The students' performance on such tasks as

detecting similarities and differences, solving analogies and

matrixes, classi fying, and determining sequence is evaluated.

The OLSAT can be utilized to identify students Who appear to

be achieving below their academic potential.

T~e OLSAT is a pen and pencil multiple-choice test which

is group-administered and objectively scored. students are

presented ....ith 72 itl;ms and given a 40 minute time limit (Otis

& LGnnon, 1988). For the purposes of interpretation, raw

scores are converted to scaled scores. Norms for grade and age

are provided to completos the conversion. The scaled score, or

School Ability Index (SAl), is a normalized standard score

with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation 0.': 16 (Otis &

Lennon, 1989a). The SAl scores for age are providt>.d in three

month intervals and were used in this study because th~y give

a finer measure at an individual's school ability. The same

data is also used to derive a Verbal and Nonverbal SAL

Kuder-Richardson-20 reliability coefficients, reported

for grade and age, range from .80 to .93 (Otis & Lennon,

1989a). The standard errors of measurement for 14-, 15-, 16-,

17-, and l;]-year aIds range from 4.2 to 5.3 SAl points. These

high internal consistency reliability coefficients suggest

that the OLSAT is measuring a single school ability dimension.
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A measure of validity was computed by correlatinq c:;cores

from thO! OLSAT Level G with scores from the stanford 'fest of

Academic Skills, Third Edition. correlations between the two

instruments range from .57 to .82 (Otis & Lennon, 1989a),

suggesting that the OLSAT is a valid measure of school

ability_

"Folk Theory" Questionnaire

A questionnaire was designed to investigate certain

aspects of tne stud~nts' "folk theory" of getting ahead.

Students were given 30 minutes to complete the

questionnaire. The questionnaire has 85 five-point Likert

items (see Appendix A) and consists of the followlng five

subscales:

a) The Value of Science Education (Values)

b) The Perceived support of Teachers (Teacher)

0) The Perceived support of Parents (Parent)

d) The Time-Orientation of the Student (Time)

e) Attribution

i) Locus of control (Control)

ii) stability (stability)

values subsea Ie. The Value of Science Education

subscale was designed to mea.lUre the value students place on

having an education in science. This subscale attempted to

determine whether the students believe that a science

education can in some degree improve their chances of

getting ahead in life by increasing career and employment
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opportunities, helping to enhance fllmily life, promoting a

healthy lifestyle, helping to clarify religious beliefs, or

by providing an amount of intr.insic satisfaction.

:teacher subseaIe . The Perceived Support of Teachers

subscale was designed to measure the sllIlport students

perceive they are receiving from their teachers to achieve

in science.

Parent subscale. The Pe~ceived Support of Parents

subseaIe was designed to measure the support students

perceive they are receiving from their parents to achieve in

science.

Time subseaIe . The Time-Orientation subseaIe was based

on K~ tchen' 5 (1966) Value-orientations Questionnaire and

adapted to the Likert scale format. The Value-orientations

Questionnaire presented students with a problematic

situation and three alternatives which the students had to

rank according to their pL-.. ference. The following is an

example of a time-orieni i item.

Three parents wece .:alking about what they thought

their children would have when they were grown.

A One said: "I really expect my children to have

more than I have had, if they work hard and

plan right. There are always good chances

for people who try. II

B One said: "I don't know whether my children

will be better off, worse off, or jus-t the
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same. Things al'Ways go up and down, even if

you work hard, so you can't really tell."

C One said: "I expect my children to have about

the same as I had, or to bring things as

they once were. It is their job to work hard

and find ways to keep things going as they

have been in the past." (Kitchen, 1966,

p.355)

Alternative A is a future orientation; alternative B is

a present orientation: and alternative C is a past

orientation. The Time-Orientation suhscale did not use past,

present, and future items. Rather, the subseaIe was designed

to get a measure of the degree to which students subscribe

to a future-orientation as opposed to a non-future- (either

a past or present) orientation. students with past or

present orientations would tend to agree more with the non

future statements. The non-future statements are reverse

coded, so that a high score on the Time-orientation 5ubscale

indicates a student is inclined to be future-oriented.

Contrgl and stabil ity s\lbscales. The Attribution (Locus

of causC!lity 3nd stability) subscales are closely modelled

after the Multidimensional-Multiattributional causality

Scale (MMCS) (Lefcourt, Von Baeyer, Ware, & Cox, 1979)

designed for university undergraduate students. The MMCS has

t ....o 24-item Likert scales. One scale concerns achievement

and the other affiliation. only the achievement portion was
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altered and used tor the present research questionnaire. The

....ording used in the MMCS items was changed to sill'lplify the

statements for high school students and to relate each item

more specifically to achievement in science. The KHCS used

only a four-point Likert scale but the Attribution 5ubscales

were scored on a five-point continuum. This was done to keep

the scoring on the Attribution subscales consistent with the

scoring of the other subscales in the questionnaire.

The Attribution subseaIe has 24 items spread equally

across four attributions: six items focusing on abilities,

six items involving effort, six items focusing on ti'l.sk

difficulty or context, and six items that focus on luck.

Both the Locus of Control and stability subscales are

comprised of 12 items that concern success and 12 items that

concern failure experiences. Table A.I shows which items

belong to each attribution and indicates whether the item is

worded as a success or failure experience.

For the Locus of Causality subscale, responses are

scored high when they attribute success in science to

ability and effort; responses are scored low when they

attribute success to context and luck. Thus, a high score

on the Locus of causality Attribution subscale indicates the

student attributes success or failure in science more to

internal than external factors.

For the stability Attribution subscille. responses are

scored high when they attribute success in science to effort
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and luck; responses are scored low when they attribute

success to ability and context. Thus, a high score on the

stability Attribution subseaIe indicates the student

attributes success or failure in science more to unstable

than stable factors.

A balanced number of positively and negatively worded

items for each 5ubscale are mixed throughout the

questionnaire. Table A.2 shows which items belong to each

subseal£. and indicates whether the item was worded in a

positive or negative fashion.

Each item was scored on a five-point continuum where

"strongly agree" receives five points for positively worded

items, "agree" four points, and so forth. For the negatively

worded items, the scoring procedure is reversed.

A high total score on the questionnaire indicates the

students val'.le science education, perceive they have support

from their parents and teachers, have a future-orientation,

and attribute their success or failure in science to

internal factors. These are characteristics of a lIfolk

theory" of getting ahead that should promote science

achievement.

pilot stUdy. A school board in eastern Newfoundland

was contacted and asked whether the questionnaire could be

piloted in a rural high school that had approldmately 200 to

300 students from grade 7 to 12. It was felt that results

from a school meeting these specifications would be more
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applicable than an urban sample to the schools investigated

in the research study. Once the school board had chosen a

suitable school, the principal was conSUlted and a date tor

testing was set. The parents were then notified by letter

(see Appendix B) for permission to administer the

questionnaire to their children.

A sample of 24 senior high school students who ..ere

eoraled in a science course participated in the pilot study.

An informal discussion was held with the students

immediately following the administration of the

questionnaire to seek their views on its clarity.

Measurement of Science Achievement

The lEA science achievement test is a 35-item multiple

choice test of general science knOWledge used by the Second

International Science Study to aCCl!SS achievement levels of

senior high school students. The time limit established for

the test was 50 minutes. As described by one of the

coordinators of the Canadian portion of the study:

Most of the test items were developed by the

IEA/SISS international coordinating centre for

administration in all participating countries. The

Canadian research team modified some items to

conform with metric notation and Canadian language

usagl!. In addition, the team decided to exercise

the option of inclUding Unational" items. A large

selection of potential national items was
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distributed to science educators across Canada for

evaluation of their appropriateness for science

curriculum in their jurisdictions. The SISS team

selected the national items from those on ....hich

there was the most agreement that they were

testing material taught in the schools. (Connelly,

1989. p. 25)

Only five of the items on this test were selected from

canadian sources. The remaining 30 items were selected from

international sources.

The alpha reliability for this specific test was not

recorded, but thee reliabilities for other lEA tests used by

the SISS were generally in the. 75 range (Crocker, 1990). I

assumed at the outset that reliability for the lEA test used

in this study is within the same range.

The Canadian research team of science educators

considered the lEA tests used by the SISS to have

substantia.l face validity in representing the core of

scientific knOWledge (Crocker, 1990). However, tt\e Canadian

research team felt the tests did. ha'le a weakness:

The most serious weakness of the tests, from the

perspective of the objectives of science teaching

as generJ.lly understood in Canada, was the

omission of items on such areas as scientific

processes, science and society, and. technological

applications. (Crocker, 1990, p. 12)
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Measuring Quality of Im,:truction

Two teacher characteristics were investigated. The

science teachers on both staffs were asked, in separate

informal interviews, to report their years of teaching

experience and degree of teacher training. During the same

informal discussions the science teachers reported the

amount of senior high school labordtory facilities available

in their school and the level to which these facilities were

utilized. School records were reviewed to see which senior

high school science courses had been offered in each school

over the last 5 years.

pata Collection

In the Fall of 1989 the school board responsible for

the Earletown and Country Cove schools was contacted.

Interviews were held with the principals of each school.

The school board and principals were informed of the type of

data to be collected and the conditions under which the data

was to be reported. Later that fall, the school board and

each principal received a package describing the instruments

to be used to collect the data. The package contained a

description of the OLSAT and copies of the questionnaire and

lEA scienc:e achievement test. Permission to conduct the

research was granted on the condition that the names of the

students and the schools remain anonymous.

Both principals were contacted again in April of 1990

an~ arrangements were made to conduct the study. In the
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first week of May, 1990, letters of permission were sent to

the part!nts via the students (see Appendix C). The testing

period started two weeks later. By this time the majcrity of

the ::'etters had been returned \~ith the parents' responses.

Data collection was conducted in the middle of May. By

this time the students almost had completed their science

courr:es for the year. The research could not be conducted

any later because it would interfere with final

examinations. Data was first collElcted in the Country Cove

school and then the same procedures were used to collect the

data in the Earletown school.

On the morning that the data was collected, teachers

were shown how the students were to prepare and recor.d their

responses on the separate machine-scorable answer sheets

used for the OLSAT and IEI'. test. Teachers were also given

strict instructions on the time limits for each instrument.

Both answer sheets recorded the student's name, age by

number of years and months, gender, grade, and item

responses. All the students remained in their homerooms and

were assigned teacher supervisors for the testing period.

The OLSAT was administered first. Students ....ere told ho.... to

use the machine-scorable ans....er sheets and then given 40

minutes to complete the OLSAT. Immediately after all OLSAT

ans....er sheets had been returned, the students had to prepare

a second ans....er sheet for the IEI'. science achievement test.

The IEI'. test was then administered and the students were
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given 50 minutl!s to complete the test. Once ~ll the students

had compl.etcd the lEA test, the questionnaire was handed

out. The students had a maximum of )0 minutes to complete

the questionnaire. After school, there was an informal

discussion with the science teachers to gather information

on school facilities, and their toaching experience and

training.

Pata Analysis

Once the data was collected. the OLSAT and lEA tests

were machine-scored. The OLSAT scores were then converted to

SAl scores using the norms booklet provided with the OLS1l.T

instrument (Oti.s & Lennon, 1989a). The lEA scores were left

as raw scores t.liat indicated the number of correct

responses.

A data file was prepared that contained values for the

following variables: student identification number, school

attended, grade level, gender, age in number of years and

months, item responses to each of the 85 items on the

questionnaire, the SAl score on OLSAT, and the total raw

score on the lEA test. The Earletown school ....as coded as 0

and the Country Cove school was coded as 1; grade level ....as

given as 10, 11, or 121 males were coded as 0 and females

were coded as 1. The SAl scores on OLSAT were used as the

measure of the students 1 school ability. The total score on

the questionnaire, when using the Locus of Causality

Attribution subscale, was used to determine the students'



"folk theory" of getting ahead. The number of correct item~

on the lEA test was used as the measure of the students I

science achievement.

The alpha reliability coefficients were then found for

the lEA science aChievement measure, the total

questionnaire, and for each subscale in the questionnaire.

A principal components analysis followed by a Varimax

rotation was performed on the questionnaire to determine the

justification of combining the subscales to obtain a total

Descriptive statistics were computed for the scores

from th2 OLSAT ability measure, the "folk theory" of getting

ahead questionnaire, and the lEA science achievement test.

The means and standard deviations of the scores from each

instrument 'Were analyzed for both schools together, and for

each school. The means and standard deviations for all three

instruments were also analyzed, in both the schools together

and in each school, for each grade and for each gender.

For the first stage of the analysis, the effect of

community on science achievement was computed. For the

second stage of the analysis, the effect of community on

science achievement was computed when the effect of school

ability was controlled. For the third stage of the analysis,

a Pearson correlation matrix was computed for the variables

community, school ability, the "folk theory" of getting

ahead, grade, gender, and science achievement. The
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c<Jrrelation matrix was used in a number of analyses: (1) the

path analysis for the next two causal models; and (2) to

assess whether or not gender and grade ....ere masking the true

relationships that exist between community, school ability,

the "folk theoryl1 of getting ahead, and science achievement.

In the fourth stage of the analysis, a path analysis

was used to investigate the hypothesized causal

relationships between the variables of community (Xl)'

school ability (X2), the "folk theory" of getting ahead (x)

and achievement in science (Xd. In this hypothetical causal

model (shown in Figure 3.1) the variables of community,

school ability, and the "folk theory" of getting ahead were

hypothesized to have a direct effect on the dependent

variable science achievement. The "folk theory" of getting

ahead was also hypothesized to have a mediating effect on

the relationship between community and science aChievement,

and on the relationship between school ability and science

achievement. The equations to determine Xl and X, are

where the a j represent standardized path coefficients

relating the independent and dependent variables.
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In thp. final hypothetical causal model (shown in Figure

3.4) the variables c;f community (X,), school ability (X2) ,

grade (Xl)' gender eX,), and the "folk theory" of getting

ahead (Xs) were hypothesized to have a direct effect on the

dependent variable achievement in sc::..ence (X6). However, the

variables community, school ability, grade, and gender were

also expect,ad to have an indirect effect on achievement ifI

science because these variables were hypothesized to have a

direct effect on the students' "folk theory" of getting

ahead. The equations to determine Xs and X6 are

where the bl represents standardized path coefficients

relating the independent and dependent variables.

For the final stage of the analysis, the data collected

on the quality of instruction in each school was organized

but no statistical analysis was perfortlled.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS

Questionnaire Characteristics

~

The students who participated in the pilot study

reported that the item statements were not misleading and

that the questionnaire instructions were clear and easy to

follow.

The alpha coefficient of reliability of the pilot

questionnaire was 0.S3. Fourteen of the items correlated

negatively with the total questionnaire. The correlations

were small and more than balf of these items were from the

Attribution subs~ale. In the pilot questionnaire, none of

the Attribution subscale items had been reverse coded. It

was decided that no items needed to be altered, but that

items in the Attribution would have to be recoded.

The alpha coefficient of reliability of the final "folk

theory" questionnaire was 0.87.

Combining thg SUbscale Scores

The alpha reliability coefficients are shown in Table

4.1. The stability Attribution subseaIe is so unreliable it

will not be used in the determination of the total score on

the questionnaire or considered in further relation to the

other subscales.
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Table 4.1

Alpha Reliabili1;Y Coefficients of Each Subscale of the "Folk

Theory- Questionnaire

Subseale

1. Values
2. Teacher
J. Parent
4. Time
5. Attribution

i) Locus o! Control
ii) stability

Alpha
Coefficient

0.76
0.60
0.71
0.64

0.51
0.26

The intercorrelation matrix of the remaining subscales,

shown in Table 4.2, illustrates that each subseale is fairly

highly correlated with each of the other subscales that make

up the questionnaire.

Table 4.2

IntercorrelatioDs among Subscales on the "Polk Theory"

Questionnaire

Subseale

Students Cn" 242)

1. Values .45
2. Teacher
3. Parent
4. Time
5. Attribution (Locus of Control)

.47

.47
.52

.3'

.45

.2'

.3'

.31

.27



A principal components analysis was completed on the

five subscales. The size of the eigenvalues stabilized aft~r

the second. The Varimax Rotation on the first two principal

components produced the loadings shown in Table 4. J. The

Values, Parent, and Time subscales load heaviest on Factor

1. The Teacher and Attribution (Locus of Control) sllbscales

load heaviest on the second factor.

Table 4.3

Factor Loadings of the Subsea] es of the "Folk Theory"

Questignnaire on First Two Facto>":; <Varimax Rotationl

SubseaIe Factor 1

1. Values .81
2. Teacher .53
3. Parent .71
4. Time .82
5. Attribution (Locus of Control) .10

Factor 2

.17

.57
• JO

.0'
•• 4

However, the Teacher subscale is a strong component of

both factors and there is a high correlation of 0.55 between

the two factors. This, and the alpha reliability coefficient

of 0.87 s'.1ggests that all five subscales have an overriding

unity. I believe that this is a picture of the "folk

theory" of getting ahead. This claim of validity for the

questionnaire is based on this face validity jUdgement

supported by the arguments made in chapter 2 about the

elements that comprise a "folk theory" af success.
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Descriptive Statistics for OLSAT

Table 4.4 contains the means and standard deviations of

the SA! scores on the OLSAT for the total sample and for

each school. The OISAT provides, in a National Norms

Booklet, age-based norms to indicnte stud,~nts' level of

ability compared ....ith other students of the same

chronological age (Otis," Lennon, 1989b, p. 21). The total

sample of students, with a mean SAl scor.e on the OLSAT of

91.0, are an average ability group. The Earletown students

have higher ability scores than the Country Cove students.

The Earletown students are a slightly above C'verage ability

group; the country Cove students are a slightly below

average ability group.

Table 4.4

Means Standard Deviations and Sample Sizes for SAl Scores

on OIShI by SIib.201 and Total Sample

Group

Total sample
Earletown
country Cove

91.0
94.6
85.4

so

13.3
11.8
13.5

242
148

94

Table 4.5 contain'll the means and standard deviations

for the SAl scores on the OLSAT by grade for the total

sample and for each school. The school ability of the total

sample of students tends to increase as the grade level

increases. This is particularly true for the country Cove
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students. 80th the grade 10 and l;L country Cove students ani!

below-average ability groups. The grade 12 students in the

Country Cove school are, however, an average ability group.

The Earletown students are a more homogeneous group in terms

of ability. Each grade in the Earletown school is an average

ability group. Also, for each grade the Earletown students

have more ability than the country Cove students.

Table 4.6 contains the means and standard deviation~

for the SAI scores on the OLSA'l' by gender for the total

sample and for each school. In the total sample and in each

school the male students have higher ability scores than the

female students; however, the difference is small in some

Table 4.5

Means Standard Deviations and Sample Sizes by Grade for

SAl Scores on OLSAT in Both Schools Together and in Each

Grade

10 11 12

Group X SO X SO X SO

Total Sample 89.1 14.1 87 90.6 11.4 aa 93.9 14.1 67

Ear1etown 94.7 12.1 55 94.2 10.5 51 94.9 13.2 42

Country Cove 79.8 12.3 32 85.7 10.9 37 92.3 15.6 25
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Table 4.6

Means Standard peyiations and Sample sizes by Gender for

SAl Scores on OLSAT in Both Schools Together and in Each

Gender

Hales Females

Group j( SO j( SO

Total Sample 92.1 14.7 11S 90.0 11.7 124

Earletown 96.8 12.1 .S 92.7 11.3 SO

country Cove 85.7 15.6 50 85.1 10.8 44

Descriptive Statistics on the

"Folk Theory" Questionnaire

Table 4.7 contains the per-item means and standard

deviations of the scores on the "folk theory" questionnaire

for each school. The country Cove students scored slightly

higher on the questionnaire than the Earletown students.

Therefore, by hypothesis, the country Cove students I "folk

theory" of getting ahead is more likely to promote academic

success in science than the Earletown students' "folk

theory" of getting ahead.

Table 4.8 contains the per item means and standard

deviations of the scores on the "folk theory" questionnaire

by grilde in the total sample and in each school. Tabla 4.8
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Table 4.7

Per-item Means Standard peviations and Sample Sizes for

Scores on the "Folk Theory" Questionnaire by School

Group SO

Earletown

Country Cove

Table 4.8

3.3

3.4

0.30

Q.27

"8
94

Per-item Means Standard Deviations and Sample sizes for

Scores on the "Folk Theory" Questionnaire by Grade in Roth

Schools Together and in Each School

Grade

Group

10

so

11

X SO

12

X SO

Total Sample 3.4 0.27 87

Earletown 3.4 0.28 55

country Cove 3.4 0.25 32

3.3 0.31 88

3.3 0.32 51

3.4 0.29 37

3.3 0.29 67

3.4 0.30 42

3.4 0.27 25

shows that for each grade the Country Cove students I 11 folk

theory" of getting ahead is as likely to promote academic
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success in science as the Earletown students' "folk theory"

of getting ahead.

Table 4.9 cGntains the per-iteJl mellns and standard

deviations of the scores on the "tolk theory- questionnaire

by gender in the total sal:lple and in each school. Table 4.9

shows that in the total sample and in the Country Cove

Table 4.9

Per-item Heans stondard peyiations And Sample Sizes for

Scores on the "Folk Theory" Questionnaire by Gender in Both

Schools Togethq!r and in Each School

Gender

MaleS Females

Group X SO X SO

Total sample 3.3 0.28 118 3 •• 0.30 124

EarletO"D 3.3 0.28 68 3.3 0.32 80

Country Cove 3.' 0.28 50 3.5 0.25 ..
school the female students' "folk theory" of getting ahead

is more likely to promote academic success in science than

the male students I "folk theory" of getting ahead.
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Descriptive Statistics for lEA

The lEA science achievement test had an alpha

reliability of 0.81. This means that the lEA test is a

reliable measure of science achievement for senior high

school students.

Table 4.10 contains the means and standard deviations

of the lEA scores for the total sample and for each school.

Table 4.10 shows that the Earletown students had a better

Table 4.10

Means Standard Deviatigns and Sample Sizes for TEA Scores

in Both Schools Together and in Each School

Group X SO

Total 14.6 5.8
Earletown 15.5 5.7
Country Cove 12.3 5.4

242
148

94

performance on the lEA science achievement measure than the

country Co\'e students.

Table 4.11 contains the means and standard deviations

of the lEA scores for each grade in the total sample and in

each school. Performance on the IEA science achievement

measure tended to improve with grade level. The grade 10

Earletown students outperformed the grade 10 country Cove

students on the IEA science achievement measure. The grade

11 Earletown students outperformed the grade 11 country Cove

students and had the best performance of any grade group on
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the lEA science achievement measure. In grade 12, however,

the country Cove students slightly outperformed the grade 12

Earletown students on the lEA science achievement measure.

The lEA test was one of the measures used in the Sec:ond

International Science Study (5I5S) to determine the level of

science achievement of secondary school students in their

last year of school. Newfoundland stUdents had a mean score

of 18.6, and in Canada students had a mean score of 21. 7

(Crocker, 1989a, p.61). Table 4.ll reveals that neither of

Table 4.11

Means Standard Deviations and Sample Sizes for lEA Scores

by Grade in Both Schools Together and in Each School

Grade

10 11 12

Group X SO SO X SO

Total sample 12.7 5.0 87 14.8 6.1 88 15.6 5.' 67

Earletown 14.3 5.0 55 16.8 6.3 51 15.4 5.4 42

Country Cove ... 3.8 32 11.9 4.4 37 15.9 6.8 25

the grade 12 groups in this stUdy performed up to the

provincial or national standards on the same IEI'. science

ach ievement measure.

Table 4.12 contains the means and standard deviations

of the lEA scores for each gender in the total sample and in
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each school. Table 4.12 shows that in the total sample and

in each school the male students outperformed the female

students on the IEA science achievement measure.

Table 4.12

Means standard Deviations and Sample Sizes for lEA Scores

by Gender in Both Schools Together and in Each School

Gender

Males Females

Group X SO X SO

Total Sample 15.8 6.2 11. 12.8 4.' 124

Earletown 17.2 6.2 68 14.7 4. 'i 80

country Cove 13.9 5.' 50 10.5 4.' "
Relation between Community and Science Achievement

There is a significant (p < .001) negative correlation

of -0.27 between community aDd science achievement. This

means that, as hypothesized, the country Cove students

scored significantly lower on the science achievement

measure than the Earletown students.

Relation between community and Science Achievement

when School Ability is Control.t\old

School ability has a strong significant corrtollatio'n of

0.574 (p < .001) with f,lcience achievement. However, the
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hypothesis for this stage of the research is incorrect. The

significant relation between community and sciGnee

achievement disappears when school ability is controlled.

Effect of Community, School Ability, and the

"Folk Theory" of Getting Ahead upon Science Achievement

The next stage of the research tested a hypothetical

causal model used to explain the effects of community,

school ability. and the "folk theory" of getting ahead upon

science achievement. The "folk theory" of getting ahead was

an intervening variable in the causal model. A path analysis

was used to identify the direct and indirect effects ot the

variables upon achievement in science. The Pearson

correlation matrix for all the variables used in this test

are shown in Table 4.13.

The path coefficients for the causal model used in this

stage of the study are reported in Table 4.14 and a path

diagram of the model is illustrated in Figure 4.1. This

causal model accounted for 36.8 " of the variance in

achievement in science in this sample. However, many of the

relationships between the variab14s did not turn out as

hypothesized.
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Table 4.13

Pearson Correlation coefficients amoDg the Variables

community School AbU ity the students I "Folk Theory" of

Gettina "'head Grade Gender and Achievement in Science

Independent Variable

Dependent School Achievement Folk
Variables community Grade Gender Ability in Science Theory

cQ\lUlIunity 1. 00

Grade .01 1.00

Gender -,07 .11 1.00

School
Ability -.34 .1' -.08 1.00

Achievement
in science -.27 .20 -.26 .60 1.00

Folk Theory .14 -.09 .09 .16 .14 1.00

Table 4.14

The Path Coefficients of the causal Model used to

Investigate the Effect of cOtnmUoity School Ability and the

I1Folk Theory" of Getting Ahead uppn Science Mhieyement

Independent Variables

Dependent School Folk
Variables community Ability Theory

Folk Theory .221* .235*

Achievement
in science -.088 .560* .061

(*p < .001)
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The Pirect Effects upon Science Achievement

As predicted, school ability had a significant positive

effect upon achievement in science. It was hy~othesized that

when the effect of school ability upon science achievement

was controlled there would be n residual discrepancy in

achievement between the two communities that could be partly

explained by their "tolk theories" of getting ahe.ad. However,

in this model neither community nor the stUdents' "folk

theory" of getting ahead had a significant effect upon

science achievement when the effect of ability was

controlled.

\

Science

Ach1Qvement

~. The Path Diagram of the Causal Model used to
Investigate the Effects of community, School Ability, and
the"Folk Theory" of Getting Ahead upon Science Achievement
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The pirect Effects ypon the Students' "Folk Theory" of

Gettina Ahead

Table 4.14 shows that both community and school ability

had a significant effect on the students· "folk theory" of

getting ahead. The high ability students had, as

hypothesized, a higher score on the "folk theory" of getting

ahead questionnaire. The Country Cove students, however, did

not score as hypothesized. They had higher scores on the

"folk theory'! of getting ahead questionnaire than the

Earletown students.

Effect of community, School Ability, the

"Folk Theory" of Getting Ahell='. Grade,

and Gander upon Science AchieveJllent

The correlational matrix in Table 4.13 suggests that

grade and gender are variables that should be included in

the hypothetical causal model designed to investigate the

relationship between community, school ability, the "folk

theory" of getting ahead and science achievellent.

community and science achievement are negatively

correlated. Any variables that have same-sign zero-order

correlations with community and science achievement may

suppress the relationship between community and science

achievement. Grade may be suppressing the relationship

between community and science achievement because grade is

positively correlated to both of these variables. Gender may

also be suppressing the relationship between cOlllmunity and
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science achievement because it is negatively correlated with

both of these variables.

The "folk theory" of getting ahead and science

achievement are positively correlated. Any variables that

have opposite-sign zero-order correlations with the "folk

theory" of getting ahead and science achievement may

suppress the relationship between the H folk theory" of

getting ahead and science aChievement. Grade may be

suppressing the relationship between the "folk theory" of

getting ahead and science achievement because it is

negatively cor.related with the "folk theory" of getting

ahead and positively correlated with science achievement.

Gender may be suppressing the relationship between the .. folk

theory" of getting ahead and science achievement because it

is positively correlated with the "folk theory" of getting

ahead and negatively correlated with s..:::ience achievement.

since grade and gender may be acting as suppressor

variables, the final hypothetical causal Ilodel tested in

this stage of ths research included the effects of

community, school ability, the "folk theory" of getting

ahead, grade, and gender upon science aChievement. Again the

"folk theory" of getting ahead was an intervening variable

in the causal model. A path analysis was also used to

l.dentify the direct and indirect effects of the variables

upon science aChievement. The path coefficients for this

causal model are reported in Table 4.15 and a path diagram
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of this model is illu~trated in Figure 4.2. This causal

model, as hypothesized, accounted for more of the variance

in achievement in science than the previous causal model.

This causal model accounted for 45\ of the variance in

science achievement in this sample.

ThQ pirect, Effects upon Science l!.shievernent

Table 4.15 sho...... s that in the final model community has

a significant effect upon science achievement. The effect of

community upon science achievement turned out as

hypothesized. The Country Cove students' scores on the

Table 4.15

Path Coefficients of the Causal Model used to Investigate

the Effect of community School Ability the "Folk Theory"

of Getting Ahead Grade and Gender upon Science Achievement

Independent Variable

Dependent School Folk
Variable community Ability Grade Gender Theory

Folk Theory .245* .275* -.146*** .140***

Achievement
in science -.141** .488* .176* -.260* .118*"''''

(*p < .001) (Up < .01) (u*p < .05)

science achievement measure were significantly lower than

the scores of the Earletown students. The relationship

between community and science achievement was not

significant in the two previous causal models because the
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effects of grade and gender were not controlled. Grade and

gender are suppressor variables that mask the true

relationship between community and science achievement.

Figure 4.2. The Path Diagram of the Causal Model used to
Investigate the Effect of Community, School Ability, the
"Folk Theory" of Getting Ahead, Grade, and Gender upon
Science Achievement

Grade and gender are also suppressor variables that

mask the true relationship between the students' "folk

theory" of getting ahead and science achievement. When the

effects of grade and gender were controlled, the effect of

the students' "folk theory" of getting ahead upon science

achievement turned out as hypothesized. Students who value

science, perceive they have support from their parents and
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teachers, have a future-orientation, and attribute their

success or failure in science to internal causal factors

have a "folk theory" of getting at.ead that promotes science

achievement.

The effects of school ability and grade also turned out

as hypothesized. The level of achievement in science

J.ncreased as student school ability and grade level

increased.

However, the effect of gender upon science achievement

did not turn out as hypothesized. The female students in

this sample have a lower level of achievement than the male

students.

The Direct Effects upon the Students I "Folk Theory"

of Getting Ahead

Table 4.15 shows that community, school ability, grade,

l.Ind gender all have a significant effect on the students I

"folk theory" of getting ahead. The effects of school

ability, grade, and gender upon the "folk theory" of

getting ahead turned out as hypothesized for this causal

model. The high ability students' "folk theory" of getting

ahead is more likely to promote academic success in science

than the low ability students I "folk theory" of getting

ahead. As the grade level increased the students' "folk

theory" of getting ahead is less likely to promote academic

success in science. The female students' "folk theory" of

getting ahead is more likely to promote academic success in
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science than the male students' "£01:< theory" of getting

ahead.

The effect of community upon the students' "folk

theory" of getting ahead did not turn out as hypothesized

for this causal model. The Country C,we students' "folk

theory" of getting ahead is more likely to promote academic

success in science than the Earletown students I "folk

theory" of getting ahead.

The Total Effect of community Schgol Ability Grade

and Gender upon Science Achieyement with the Students'

"Folk Theory" of Getting Ahead as the Intervening Variable

Table 4.16 contains the direct, indirect, and total

effects of community, school ability, grade, gender, and the

students I "folk theory" of getting ahead upon science

achievement.

Table 4 .16

The Pirect Indirect and Total Effects of Community School

Ability Grade Gender and the studflnts' "Folk Th!!oryll of

Getting Ahead upon Achieyement in Science

Indirect Effect Via
Independent Direct Total
Variables Effects Folk Theory Effects

Community -.141 .029 -.112

School Ability .488 .032 .520

Grade .176 -.017 .159

Gender -.260 .017 -.243

Folk Theory .118 .118
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The total effect of community upon science achievement.

There is a strong total effect of community upon science

achievement. The Country Cove students have a lower level of

achievement in science than the Earleto\oln students. Table

4.16 shows that the students' "folic theory" of getting ahead

has a positive mediating effect on the Country Cove

students I level of science achievement. This is an

unexpected result. The students' "folic theory" of getting

ahead was hypothesized to have a negative mediating effect

on the country Cove students' level of achievement.

The total effect of school ability upon achievement.

School ability has the strongest total effect upon science

achievement. The total effect of school ability upon science

achievement turned out as hypothesized. High ability

students have a higher level of achievement in science than

the low ability students. The indirect effect of school

ability upon science achievement via the students' "folic

theory" of getting ahead also turned out as hypothes!;l:ed.

Table 4.16 shows that the students r "folic theory" of getting

ahead has a positive mediating effect on the high ability

students' level of achievement.

The total effact of grade upon science achievement.

There is a strong total effect of grade upon science

achievement. As hypothesized, the students in the higher

grade levels had a higher level of achievement than the

lower grade level students. This suggests the lEA test is a
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valid measure of science achievement. The higher grade level

students have completed more science courses and therefore

should outperform lower grade level students. The indirect

effect of grade upon science achievement via the students'

"folk theory" of getting ahead also turned out as

hypothesized. Table 4 .16 shows that as grade level increases

the students' "folk theory" of getting ahead has a negative

mediating effect upon the students' science aChievement.

The total effect of gender upon science achievement.

There is a strong total effect of gender upon science

achievement. In Newfoundland, female students have slightly

outperformed male students in science so it was hypothesized

that gender would have the same effect on science

achievement in this study. However, the female students in

this study had a lower level of achievement in science than

the male students. Table 4.16 shows that the students' "folk:

theory" of getting ahead had, as hypothesized, a positive

mediating effect on the female students' level of

achievement.

Quality of Instruction

Table 4.17 contains the number of years of teaching

experience and level of teaching certification of the

science teachers in the two schools. The table shows there

is little difference in the level of teaching certification

between the teachers in the two schools. The teachers in

Earletown clearly have more teaching experience. However,
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the Country Cove teachers have been teaching long enough not

to be considered beginning teachers. As reported in chapter

2, the research literature suggests that teachers with more

than three years of teaching are equally as effective as

teachers whe have far more teaching expcn:lence (Murnane,

1975) •

Table 4.17

The Number of Years Teaching Experience and Level pf

teachjng Certification of the Science Tli!ilchers in the Two

School

Earletown

Country ,,;ove

Tel\ching
Experience

18

11

17

13

Certification
Level

Informal interviews with the teachers in both schools

revealed that the laboratories in the two schools have tbe

equipment necessary to perform all the core laboratory

activities in the senior high school courses being offered.

Both schools have only one laboratory which must be time

shared with junior high school students. Despite the

scheduling problems the teachers in both schools reported
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that senior high school core labor.atory activities were

completed.

Over the last five years the two schools have offered

the same science courses but not always simultaneously. The

two schools have off~red environmental science, physical

science. and two levels of physics and biology courses.

Earletown has offered two levels of Chemistry courses but

Country Cove has only offered the first year course. Neither

school offers all these courses every year. The third year

science courses are rotated into the curriculum. A student

may complete the level one biology course in grade 10 and

then have to wait until reaching grade 12 to complete the

second biology course. The science courses are also

timetabled back to back so that each year a student must

choose, for example, betwe".,n biology and physics. Academic

students from these two schools typically graduate from

grade 12 with four science courses and usually have at least

one course in each of biology, physics, and chemistry.

Summary and conclusions

There is no strong evidence to show that the Earletown

students are receiving a higher quality of instruction than

the country Cove students. The Earletown science teachers

have more years of teaching experience than the Country Cove

science teachers but have the s!<me level of teacher

certification. The two schools offer the same number of
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science courses, have similar laboratory facilities, and

utilize their labcratories to the same degree.

The country Cove students did score significantly lower

on the science achievement test than the Earletown students.

The Country Cove students have a lower level of school

ability than the Earletown students and are a below-average

school ability group. High ability students have a higher

level of achievement in science than low ability students.

In the simplest analysis performed in this stUdy, when the

effect of school ability upon science achievement is

controlled there is no significant discrepancy in levels of

achievement between the Country Cove and Earletown students.

In the next causal model the students' "folk theory" of

",ettin", ahead had no siqnificant intervening effect between

community and science achievement when only the effect of

school ability was controlled.

However, grade and gender suppressed the effects of

cODUllunity and the students' "folk theory" of ",ettin", ahead

upon science aChievement. In the final causal lJIodel the

students' "folk theory" of getting ahead has a significant

intervening etfect between community and science achievement

when the effects of school ability, grade, and gender are

controlled. Students who value science education, perceive

they have support from their parents and teachers, have a

future-orientation, and attribute the.tr success or failure

in science to internal causal factors have a .. folk theory"
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of getting ahead that promotes achievemo.nt in science. The

Country Cove students' "folk theory" of getting ahead has a

positive mediating effect on their level of science

achievement but the country Cove students still have a lower

level of achievement than the Earletown students.

The female students, low ability students, and the

lower grade level students also had a lower level of

achievement in science than their comparison groups. The

students' "folk theory" of getting ahead has a positive

mediating effect upon achievement for the high ability

students and the female students. However, as grade level

increases the students' tlfolk theory" of getting ahead has a

negative effect on students' achievement in science.
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY, DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

"Folk Theory" of Getting Ahead

ogbU's "folk theory" of success suggests that certain

minority groups are chronic underachievers because they

believe education does not offer any economic or social

rewards to help them get ahead in life. This research

attempted to deter.mine whether the Country Cove students'

"folk theory" of getting ahead could account tor part of the

students' persistent, disproportionate low achievement. It

was hypothesized that the country Cove students were

underachieving because the economic situation and cultural

influences have caused the students to question the value of

attaining an education.

At the present time, people are able to remain in the

Country Cove area because of seasonal employment in the

fishery and lumber industries and because of unemployment

insurance benefits (May &: Hollett, 1986; statistics Canada,

1988). The country Cove youth have seen individuals get

ahead by working in semi-skilled occupations that require

little educational training. There is also little incentive

to pursue higher education when the province's economy

cannot guarantee to reward educated individuals with

employment and social mobility.

School ability, grade, and gender are also expected to

account for part of the variance in science achievement,

it was necessary to control these variables in order to
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assess the true impact of the students' "folk ttteory" of

getting ahead upon their science achievement.

The students' "folk theory" of getting ahead does have

an impact on science achievement. This research discovered

that students who value science education, perceive they

have support from their parents and teachers, have a future

orientation, and attribute their success or failure in

science to internal causal factors have a "folk theory" of

getting ahead that promotes science achievement.

However, this research shows that ogbu's "folk theory"

of success does not provide a definitive explanation of the

discrepancy in achievement levels of different groups. The

students' "folk theory" of getting ahead does not explain

the country Cove students' persistent , disproportionate low

science achievement. Instead, the Country Cove students I

"folk theory II of getting ahead had a positive effect on

their science achievement. As well, even when the effects of

school ability, the students' "folk theory" of getting

ahead, grade, and gender are taken into account, there

remains an un~xplained lower performance by the Country Cove

students. Also, school ability had a greater effect on the

students' science achievement than did their "foU: theoryU

of getting ahead.

It was encouraging to find that the Country Cove

students had a "folk thdoryll of getting ahead that promoted

achievement in science. The country Cove students had a
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history of poor perCor1llance in science, live in an area of'

high unemployment, and have few adults with a high level oC

education to act &9 role 1I00els. Yet, these students still

believe that attaining an education in science will help

them get ahead in life. students who are couitted to

aChieving success in science education may be more willing

to respond to any extra efforts designed to improve their

level of performance. Whl:!re there is faith, there is hope.

Although a "folk theoryll of getting ahead is a deeply

engrained set of beliefs, there are practical things

teachers can do to help cultivate a "folk theory of getting

ahead that prolllotes achievement in science. Teachers should

emphasis the value of science education by incorporating

science and society topics into their courses. Teachers

should take advantage of programs such as "Scientists in the

Schools". This program invites scientists frolll Newfoundland

to speak to the students about the major role science plays

in their lives.

Teachers should show they believe in their students and

encourage them to continue trying to achieve.

Teachers should strengthen the students' future

orientation by stressing the importance of attaining a

science education for future endeavours. Teachers should

stress that a science education will open up more career

opportuni'ties and prepare individuals to cope with the

future demands of their society.
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Teachers should train students to be more persistent at

academic tasks they find difficult by continuing to stress

that effort, and not just ability, can lead to success.

School Ability

This research has supported the large body of evidence

showing that students' level of school ability has a major

impact on their level of achievement in sclence. Students

with a low level of school ability will have a lo'Wer level

of achievement in science. Adjusting the academic sclence

courses to the students' level of school ability may lower

the students' frustration and ensure students will pass.

However, in the long run this approach does a disservice to

stUdents:

It is clear that the demands of society are such

that those who fail to attain reasonable levels of

performance are doomed to play a marginal role in

the economic and social system, regardless of

whether or not they have completed high school in

some nominal sense. In other words, unless we can

find a way to ensure that students graduating from

high school can be certified as having acquired

certain knowledge or skill, then the value of a

high school certificate will become debased to the

point cf being useless. (Crocker, 1989b, p. 46)

Simply insisting on improved levels of performance while

ignoring the school ability of students will only serve to
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worsen the problem. The challengQ is to find strategies to

help below-average ability students like those in country

Cove to achieve success in the academic courses.

I recommend that schools attempt to recognize the low

ability students as early as possible. These students should

receive some remedial reading instruction. Teachers should

also meet with the parents and discuss ways to improve the

quality of the students' study habits. Both teachers and

students will have to be commit themselves to extra

instructional time outside of regular classroom hours.

Grade 12 Students

There is a noticeable number of students in this

province who reach grade 12 and then withdraw from school.

This group of early leavers has persisted in school longer

and enj oyed more school success than any o+:.her group of

early school leavers. spain and Sharpe (1990) hypothesized

that large numbers of students fail to complete grade 12

because of the pUblic examinations:

Either they do not take the exams, or they fail

them. A decision not to take the exams is a de

facto decision to dropout. The decision may not be

entirely in the hands of the students, eJ ther.

Because of the implications of high failure rates,

it may be that some students are discouraged from

attempting the exams. (Spain & Sharpe, 1990, p.

168)
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students may not be prepared for the examinations because

the school may have reduced its standards to help those

perceived to be at risk of failing. However, the public

examinations may also be at fault because it is debatable

whether the standards set for the examinations are the most

appropriate for jUdging the attainments of students (Spain &

Sharpe, 1990).

spain and Sharpe (1990) also hypothesized that these

students withdrew from the situation because the experience

of failure was too stressful to handle:

In a population that is likely to que~ltion the

relevance of the experience in any case, failure

may simply validate their assessment of the

applicability of the school experience to their

lives. Add to this, the possibly that they may

have had no plans for post-secondary attendance,

and it can be seen that motivation to persist

would be quite low. (spain & Sharpe, 1990, p. 169)

The findings in this research appear to verify this

hypothesis. The grade 12 students in Earletown and country

Cove are average-ability students who are capable of

achieving in science. However, the higher grade level

students in this sample are starti~g to question whether

attaining an education in science prov'ides them with

something they need in their lives. As the grade level
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increases, the students I "folk theory" of getting ahead is

less likely to promote achievement in science.

There may be a tendency for teachers to think that

higher qrade level students are mature individuals who must

take responsibility tor their own decisions. These students

have made the right decisions in the past. They have had

success and have persisted in school. However, it appears

that when they reach grade 12 these students need even

greater support from their teachers. I recommend that senior

high schools put students' advisor and pcuilr tutoring

programs in place. These programs should follow and support

those individuals who are having difficulty with their

studies by helping thQm muster the personal resources to

persist in school until they graduate.

Quality of Instruction

The quality of instruction in Earletown and country

Cove appears to be equal. The school board has not neglected

its more rural school. This colt",itment to equal quality of

instruction will be tested by funding cutbacks and the

introduction of new science and computer curricula. As long

as the school board maintains its present course, the

students in Country Cove will not be placed at a

disadvantage.
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Female Students

The female students had a lower level of achievement in

science than the male students but had a "folk theory" of

getting ahead that was more likely to promote achievement in

science. The female students seem to be more convinced than

the male students that an education in science is one of the

ingredients necessary for achieving success in life. There

is a fairly equal balance of females and males enroled in

all senior high school science courses (Crocker, 1989b).

However, at the post-secondary level females tend to

participate in only the life sciences and are under

represented in the engineering technologies (Crocker,

1989b). The challenge may now be to convince the female

students to consider entering the more male-dominated

sciences.

Teachers shoUld demonstrate that technological careers

are also relevant to females. Schools should invite women

who have been successful in technological careers to teach

the science concepts they use in their work (SeC, 1984).

Teachers should also try to be aware of any subtle sexist

messages that they might convey to their female students and

eliminate minor sexist practices that may occur in the

classroom. For example, teachers should not let the females

in the laboratory groups become secretaries as the males

manipUlate the equipment.
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Conclusions

The decision to work towards an achieving- society is

not a revolutionary idea. The Science Council of Canada

(SeC, 1984) and the provincial Task Force on Mathematics and

Science Education (Crocker, 1989b) both promote the need for

Canadian citizens to improve their standards of science

8ducation. Ultimately the performance of the Newfoundland

economy may decide the issue. The decline of the Atlantic

fishery and provincial lumber industry has decreased the

demand for practical labour. People in the rural communities

of Newfoundland will have to contend Io'ith the loss of jobs

created by the decline in resource-based industries.

Trepassey, Gaultois, and Grand Bank are facing \'ncertain

futures because of the 1989 announcement from ":'ishery

Products International that they would be closing their fish

plants in these communities. These and other

Ne....foundlanders. in sillilar rural communities, may have to

re-evaluate the value they place upon obtaining an

education.

An adjustment towards an achieving society will require

different efforts from those people in Newfoundland's rural

communities. This research has shown that the "folk theory"

of success of a community can have an impact on the science

achievement of its youth. The community wan help improve the

performance of its youth by promoting the importance of

attaining a higher level of educational achievement. Some
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citizens may find that they will have to make substantial

adjustments in their lifestyle to achieve this goal.

The decision to abandon a lifestyle that retards the

opportunities of future generations may be logical, but it

will result in a painful restructuring of the culture of

some communities. The value of this research is that it may

have helped to identify the potential educational and

attitudinal road blocks some rural students will face in

attempting to overcome low achievement. By putting more

faith in the value of their education, Newfoundlanders may

find what they are really doing is restoring some faith in

themselves.
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Appendix A

Student Questionnlllre

NAME: _

Male Female

Grade Level: _

NalDe of School: _

In this questionnaire, you are asked to read statements
about school science and your life in general, and to tell
how much you agree or disagree with each.

This is not a test, and there are no right or wrong
answers. Nobody will be told what answer you pick. The
purpose is to find out how students in general think.

simply indicate how you ACTUALLY teel about each
statement.

Example: Read the statement below. On the right hand side
of the page .. there are 5 responses from which to

choose. Circle the ~ that best expresses how you
feel about the statement.

SA "" Strongly Agree
A - Agree
U - Undecided
o - Disagree
SO '" strongly Disagree

HOW YOU ACTUALLY FEEL

Learning science increases a person I s
knowledge about the world. SAAUDSD

SOllle itellls fIlay appear to be the same as others. Be sure to
answer every item.



'"
SA - Strongly Agree
A .. Agree
U - Undecided
o - Disagree
so = Strongly Disagree

HOW YOU ACTUALLY FEEL

1. Learning science helps us make the best
of our lives. SA A U 0 SO

2. Our teachers tell us to try hard on
science tests. SA A U 0 SO

3. People educated in science are better
able to adjust to our changing society. SA A U 0 SO

4. When I get poor grades in science, I
haven't worked hard enough. SA A U 0 SO

5. My teachers think I am not able to pass
science courses offered at the Trade
School, Fisheries college, or Nursing
School. SA A U 0 SO

6. My parents think I can do as well in
science as most of the other students
in my school. SA A U 0 SO

7. Whenever I do well in science, it is
because I have stUdied hard. SA A U 0 SO

8. Some of .y lower grades in science have
been due to bad breaks. SA A U 0 SO

9. A young person who does well in science
is admired and respected by the people
in my community. SA A U 0 SO

10. Science is of 11ttle help to anyone
who has c01llJllon sense. SA A U 0 SO

11. My parents wouldn't get upset if I
got bad grades in science. SA A U 0 SO

12. When I do poorly in science, it is
often because I didn't try. SA A U 0 SO
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SA => strongly Agree
A - Agree
U '" Undecided
o .. Disagree
SO - Strongly Disagree

HOW YOU ACTUALLY FEEL

13. A person can enjoy life better with
more education in science.

14. There is little sense in making long
term plans when things change as fast
as they do today.

15. There is no need to change things if
they are alright as they are.

16. It isn't important for me to do well
in science.

17. Giving up many things now so that the
future will be better is no way to
live.

18. Trying to learn science makes life
more com!Jlicated and stressfUl.

19. Often I do poorly in science because
the teacher hasn' t made the course
interesting.

20. My parents wouldn't be upset if my
high school no longer offered as
many science courses.

21. My teachers think I couldn't finish a
university science degree.

22. People who plan their futures worry
too much in the present.

23. If I received low marks in science, I
would question how smart I was in it.

SA A U 0 SO

SA A U D SO

SA A U 0 SO

SA A U 0 SO

SA A U 0 SO

SA A U 0 SO

SA A U 0 SO

SA A U 0 SO

SA A U 0 SO

SA A U D SO

SA A U 0 SO

24. A good education in science is of small
comfort to someone who has just lost a
job. SA A U 0 SO



SA ... strongly Agree
A z; Agree
U "" Undecided
o "" Disagree
SO '" strongly Disagree
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HOW YOU ACTUALLY FEEL

25. Ne....foundlanders should accept job
losses now so that the fish stocks
can rebuild for future generations. SA A U 0 SO

26. My parents believe that they aren't
responsible for my home work. SA A U 0 SO

27. When I get good grades in science, it
is because of my academic ability. "' A U 0 SO

2'. My parents think I could finish a
university science degree. SA A U 0 SO

29. Sometitues I do well in science
because the material is easy. SA A U 0 SO

30. Science education helps a person
lead a healthier lifestyle. SA A U 0 SO

3l. Things in this province will get
no better for people who really try. SA A U 0 SO

32. If I failed a science course, it would
probably be because I lacked skill
in that area. SA A U 0 SO

33. My parents don't think I can pass
science offered at the Trade School,
Fisheries college, or Nursing School. SA A U 0 SO

34. Parents shouldn't have to sacrifice
in order to get their children through
high school science. SA A U 0 SO

35. When a teacher gets the idea you are a
poor student, your work is much more
likely to receive poor grades. SA A U 0 SO

36. Life would be boring if I didn't try
new things. SA A U 0 SO
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SA Strongly Agree
A Agree
U Undecided
D Disagree
SD Strongly Disagree

HOW YOU ACTUALLY FEEL

SA A U 0 SO

SA A U 0 SO

SA A U 0 SO

SA A U 0 SO

SA A U 0 SO

SA A U 0 SO

SA A U 0 SO

Sf.. A U 0 SO

44. High school science credits are
worth all the time and effort it
takes to get them.

45. My teachers believe that the students
Who do poorly in science cannot do any
better. SA A U 0 SO

37. I don't need to learn science to
get what I want out of life.

3B. My teachers believe that if I worked
harder I would do as well in science
as most people my age.

39. Sometimes I get low grades in science
because teachers mark too hard.

43. Sometimes I do well in science
because I ani lucky.

42. If I was having trouble with science
my parents would ask me to look for
help.

41. I don't expect my family to be better
off in the future than my father's and
mother's families.

40. A good education in science is of
little help in getting a job.

46. Parents Who kno.... more science provide
greater opportunities for their
children. SA A U 0 SO

47. My parents always urge me to study
science harder. SA A U 0 SO

48. If I received good grades in science,
that would show how smart I was in
science. SA A U 0 SO



SA strongly Agree
A Agree
U Undecided
o Disagree
so strongly Disagree
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HOW YOU ACTUALLY FEEL

49. Life is Dlore enjoyable if yOll
have set goals. SA A U 0 SO

50. My teachers think I can pass any
senior high school science course. SA A U 0 SO

Sl- If I work hard, I can do well in
science even if I am not smart in it. SA A U 0 SO

52. Learning science helps people use
their leisure time better. SA A U 0 SO

53. I would give up any habit if I
thought it threatened my health. SA A U 0 SO

54. I can do better in science than
my parents believe. SA A U 0 SO

SS. Learning science is of little help in
meeting the problems of real Ilfe. SA A U 0 SO

56. The world doesn't lJork best when new
ways replace the old. SA A U 0 SO

57. I got some bad grades in science
because I 'Was in the wrong course at
the wrong time. SA A U 0 SO

58. My teachers try to get students who
aren't interested in science to like
it more. SA A U 0 SO

59. My parents ....ould be disappointed if I
did only the science courses I had to
in order to complete high school. SA A U 0 SO

60. If you want to work in science you
should be prepared to live somewhere
you may not like. SA A U 0 SO

6r. Fashions and styles will probably
improve as time goes on. SA A U 0 SO
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SA strongly Agree
A Agree
U Undecided
o Disagree
so strongly Disagree

HOW 'tOU ACTUALLY FEEL

62. I receive good grades in science
because I try hard. SA A U 0 SO

63. There is little advantage in learning
science if you wish to own a home in
my community. SA A U 0 SO

64. To keep things moving ahead,
traditions and religions should change. SA A U 0 so

65. When I receive a poor grade in science,
I usually feel that I haven't studied
enough. SA A U 0 SO

66. My teachers think the students in this
school cannot do 3S ....ell in science as
students in most of the other high
schools in this province. SA A U 0 SO

67. Families with a good education in
science get along better. SA A U 0 SO

68. I know my parents would be prOUd of
me if I did well on a science project. SA A U 0 SO

69. Sometimes I feel lucky for the good
grades I get in science courses. SA A U 0 SO

70. Science often conflicts with one1s
religious beliefs. SA A U 0 SO

71. I find it worth the effort to plan
~~. ~AU050

72. If I did poorly in science, I probably
wouldn1t be smart enough to do it. SA A U 0 SO

73. I can do better in science than my
teachers belie'le. SA A U 0 SO

74. My parents rarely compliment me when
I do well in science. sA A U 0 SO



'"
SA ~ strongly Agree
A - Agree
U "" Undecided
o "" Disagree
so "" strongly Disagree

HOW YOU ACTUALLY FEEL

75. The most important thing in learning
science is how smart I am. SA A U 0 SO

SA A U 0 so

76. People who strive to attain goals put
too much pressure on themselves. SA A U 0 SO

77. Our teachers don't care if students
get bad grades in science. SA A U 0 SO

78. I have gotten some good grades in
science because the teacher graded
easily.

79. A person who doesn't try to learn
science has no sense of pride.

80. I get some good grades in science
because the courses are easier than
most.

81. One solution to Newfoundland' s
economic troubles is for students
to learn more science.

SA A U 0 SO

SA A U 0 SO

SAAUDSD

82. Teachers in this school care more than
teachers in other schools about how
well their students learn science. SA A U 0 SO

53. Sometimes when I do poorly in science,
I am just unlucky. SA A U 0 SO

84. My teachers give me extra help if I
have trouble with my science. SA A U 0 SO

8S. I get some good grades in science
because the right questions show up on
the exams. SA A U 0 SO
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Table A.I

The List of the Success and Failure Items for Each

Attribution Success Failure

Ability 27,48,75 23,32,72

Effort 7,51,62 4,12,65

Conte)(t 29,78,80 19,35,39

tuck 43,69,85 8,57,83

Table A.2

The List of Pgsitjvely and Neaatively Worded Items in Each

SubseaIe Positively Worded Negatively Worded

Value 1,3,13,30,44,46,52 9,10,16,18,24,34,37
67,79,81 40,55,60,63,70

Teacher 2,38,50,58,82,8 5,21,45,66,73,77

Parent 6,28,42,47,59,68 11,20,26,33,54,74

Time 25,36,49,53,61,64,71 14,15,17,22,31,41
5";,76

Attribution
Locus of Control 4,',12,23,27,32,48 8,19,29,35,39,43,57

51,62,65,72,7S 69,78,80,83,85

Attribution
Stability 4,7,8,12,43,51,57 19,23,27,29,32,35

62,65,69,83,85 39,48,72,75,78,80
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Appendix B

Dear Parent or Guardian:

I am presently preparing to conduct a study in your
child I s school. This letter asks your permission for your
child to take part.

r am a graduate student at Memorial University of
Newfoundland. The research I alii conducting aims to discover
why certain groups of individuals underachieve in science.
As part of tty research t have developed a questionnaire
designed to determine

1. the students' attitUdes towards the value of school
science.

:2. the students' perception of the amount of support they
receive from teachers and parents.

J. the students' attitudes towards accepting new ways and
planning for the future.

4. to what the stUdents' attribute their success and
failurQ.

In order to see hoW' well the questionndire works, I
have to get students to take it and then study their
answers. The principal of your child1s school has agreed
that I can test SOlDl! senior high school students in his
school, as long as the students and parents agree. If your
child takes part in my study, "he or she" would miss one
class period.

I am not trying to find out thint,ls about your child,
but trying to find out how well the questionnaire works. I
will not record your child's name, nor return the
questionnaire results to the school. No one will find out
how "he or she" answered the questionnaire. There is no risk
that taking part would affect your child's grades in school.

If you give your permission for your child to
participate, "he or she" will still be given the opportunity
to refuse to take part or withdraw 'Ihis or her"
participation at any time.

Please indicate below whether or not you allow your
child to participate.

Sincerely,

The research will be conducted from April, 23 1990 to April,
27 1990.

I agree to allow my child to participate ("'p."'r"'on"'t'"""'"s""s"'i"'".n"."""t"'ur-o"'j-

I agree to participate '"""""(S""t-ud"'-o---n"'-t'"S----=Sl'"."'"na-;t""u---ro-;I:--
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Appendix C

May 2, 1990

Dear Parent or Guardian:

I am presently preparing to conduct a study in your
child's school. This letter asks your permission for your
child to take part.

I am a graduate student at Memorial university of
Newfoundland. The research I am conducting aims to discover
why certain individuals do poorly in science. To complete my
research the senior high school students in your child's
school would have to complete:

a) a test that mQasure general school ability;
b) a general science test for senior high school students;

and
c) a questionnaire.

The principal of your child's school has agreed that I
can do this research as long as the students and parents
agree. If your child takes part in my study, your child
would miss about three class periods.

Your child t s name will be recorded but results will be
kept strictly confidential. As well, the name of the school
will not be identified in reports and tests results will not
be returned to the schoo!.

If you give your permission for your child to
participate, your child will still be given the opportunity
to refuse to take part or withdraw participation at any
time.

Please indicate below whether or not you allow your
child to participate, and have your child return this letter
to the school.

sincerely,

Michael Rogers
Graduate Student

I agree to allow my child to participate.

I do D..Q.t agree to allow my child tc, participate.

Parent t S S19nature:

Child's Name:
(Please Print)

o
o
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